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Edwin Fremont Ladd, a native of :Maine, migrated
to North Dal{ota in 1890 to join the chemistry faculty of
the Agricul tur•al College.

In the following three decades,

his work in the pure-food crusade and in the fight for fair
grain grading and reasonable rail rates earned him a reputation for personal courage and devotion to agriculture.
His reputation led the Nonpartisan League to endorse him
fol" the United States Senate in 1920.

Following his vic-

tory over Senator Asle J. Gronn.a in the Republic2-n pr·imary,
Ladd defeated his Democratic opponent in the general elecdon.

From his entry into the Senate in 1921 to his death

in 1925., Ladd continued to demonstrate both his courage
and his devotion to agriculture.

He courageously resisted

attempts to suppress the Teapot Dome investigation.
1

He

stood firm on his unpopular advocacies of recognition of
Soviet Russia and private development of Muscle Shoals.
As an advocate of aid to agriculture., Ladd supported high
agricultural tariffs, increased appropriations for agricultural research, the building of a St. Lawrence Seaway,
and the expansion of agricultural credit. He joined the
Farm Bloc and generally supported its attempts to improve·
agricultural conditions.
vii

Ladd's independence ru1d strength of conviction often brought him to oppose adrninistration policies.

He was

soori recognized as a rebel and was sel,dom consulted on appointments.

His dissatisfaction with the Republican ad-

ministrations led him to support Robert N. LaFollette 1 s
presidential candidacy in 1924.

He was subsequently ex-

pelled from the Republican caucus and stripped of his seniority privileges.

viii

CHAPTER I,.
LADD TO 1920
It was shortly after 11 : 00 A.M., Monday, December

7, 1925.

With the conclusion of the roll in the Senate

chambers, a bold gentleman with the look and man.nor of
a fa1"mer arose to address the Senate.

Lynn Frazie1", the

Senator from North -Dakota, gained the floor and made the
formal announcerr10nt of the passing of his former colleacue,
Edwin F. Ladd.

Frazier~ then asked for and received a un-

animous vote on the following resolution (S. Hes 52):
Resolved, that the Senate has heard with deep regret
and profound sor-row the ennouncement of the death of
the Hon. Edwin F. Ladd., a late Senator from the State
of North Dakota. Resolved, that the Secretary cori11wt.micat0 these resolutions to the House of Representatives
and transmit a copy thereof to the family of the deceased.1
In tribute, the Senate adjourned for the remain1

der of the day, designating Sunday, May 9, 1926, as the
day to be devoted to speeches in memory of Senator Ladd.
Thus the Senate paid its formal tribute to the beloved
Chemist, educator, and Senator.
1

United States Senate, :Memorial Addr•essos Delivered
in the United ,sta~~nate in Mem.01:y~of Edwin F. Ladd
rwashington; United btates Govern.111ent Printing Office,
1927) p. 2 ·(hereinafter cited as Memorial Addresses)".
1

2

EaPly Life
Edwin Premont Ladd 1·rn..s born December 13, 1859,
on a farm approximately four milos from Starks, Maine,
the son of John and Rosilla (Locke) Ladd.

Whil0 young

Ladd began life in the humble surroundings of rur·al Haine,
he was the product of a lineage which gave him a heritage
of adventure and reform.
be traced back to 1634.

The Ladd line in America could
It had yielded an adventurous group

of sea captains, m0rchant princes, philosophers, and social
reformers, one of whom was. the founder of the American
Peace Society. 2
Ladd remained in Ma~ne throughout his formative
years.

He 1~ecei ved his high school education at Somerset

Academy, and upon graduation in 1880, he entered the University of Maine as a liberal arts student.

Having soon

found that the curriculum di.d not suit his tastes, Ladd
"")

left the arts to study agriculture and sciences.~
Ladd had ::11ade: the choice that was to bring him fame,
respect, and the Senatorship.

While he received no special

honors in his U.i."1.dergraduate work, Ladd 1 s scholastic endeavors ·were considered rr above average. n

He was active in

the school as a member of Q.T.V. fraternity and a lieuten2 Doane Robinson, 11 Ed'win F. Ladd,1t Dictionary of
.American Biography, ed. Du:ma.s Malone., X(1933)., .52L~-25.
3Ralph J. Kane, 11 Edwin Fremont Ladd North Dakota's
Pure-Food Grusaderu (llllpublished Master's thesis., Dept.
of History, University of North Dakota., 1960) ., p. 35.

3
l

ant in the Coburn Cadets/~
Upon graduation, Ladd accepted a position as assistant chemist at the New Yorlr Experimental Station at Gen{?va.
Here he worked with the noted chemist, Stephen Babcock,
inventor of th0 Babcock test for butterfat.

Babcock's

choice of Ladd speaks ·well for the young chemist 1 s work
at Maine and his good work continued at Geneva.

He was

often heralded by his superiors, and in 1887, he becrone
chief chemist when Babcock accepted a position at the Universi)Y of Wisconsin.5
j

Ladd

in North Dakota
In 1890, the restless young chmnist chose to cast

his lot in the West.-· He accepted the dual position of
teacher of chemistry at North Dakota Agricultural College
(now North Dakota State University) and chief chemist at
the attached experimental station.

While his motives ai-'le

not clear, Ralph J. Kane takes the position that Ladd's
choice to move stemrned from both his restlessness and his
memory of the advice given by Babcock. 6
Ladd's entry into North D~rota coincided with the
declaration of the Census Bureau that the frontier was
officially closed.

Ladd probably would not have agreed.

4Ibid., p. 36
5Ibid., pp. 37-39.

6-b. ~
1 0
11.0.., pp. 39 --~.

.
d L a dd of
a d vise
the oppor·tuni ties awaitine him in the West.
B·ab cock 1:1.a d

4
He was greeted by a state ·which was largely an expar1se of
treeless prairie, by a college which was poorly equipped
and homeless., 7 _and by a newspaper which was filled ·with
headlines of Ghost D&"1.ces an.d the death of Sitting Bull.
Contrary to the views of the Census Bureau, the fr·ontier
in North Dakota was changed rather than closed.

Here was

the frontier•, not of the cowboy or the sod-house farmer,

but of the agricultural scientist and the scientific farmer.
It needed men who were determined to combat the 1tGreat
American Desertu and make of it a productive land"'
was such a man.

Ladd

He adopted North Dakota, and North Dako-

ta soon.accepted him.
It wan while in I11 argo that Ladd met and married

Rizpah Sprogle of Annapolis, Ma1... yland.

The two met while

Miss Sprogle was visiting a childhood friend in Fargo.
She quickly captured Ladd 1 s affections., and the two were

Ladd was fortunate in his

soon married.in Annapolis.
choice.

His wife. was a charming woman who had
!

.

11

all the

qualities that novelists attribute to the antebellum South.u

Mrs. Ladd 1 s personality often successfully ·counterbalanced
the stern., tactless marmer of her husband.

When he of-

fended friends with his lack of tact, she often made his
?Willi run C. Hunter., Beacon Ove1-. the Prairie:
North Dakota's Land GrBnt College (Fargo: North DaJrnta
Institute for Regional Studies, 1961), p. 23. llunter states
that the institution, then in its first year of operation,
was located in the fil-.st floor and basement of Fargo College.

5
.

apo 1 ogies.

8

She becarn.e a socialite of the cD.:mpus; and

thei:t") New England style home beci:'1..111e the favorite of many
visitors. 9

.

The house, at fir•st located near the college and
a full half mile from any other residence,

place of all eight Ladd children:
D.

't-JaS

the birth-

E. Vernon, Culver,

Hilton, Rizpah and Rosilla (twins), Katherine., Virg. n-

ia and Elizabeth.

each new addition came to the family,

As

a new addition carne to the house. 10

Ladd found time, de-

,spi te his busy schedule, to spend with his fronily •

11

\tl~ile he often played tennis, and on at least one occasion
12
hunted bison, his favorite pastime.-·· was his garden.
But to find time for diversions was an accomplish.ment.

In 1916, Ladd was made president of the North Da-

kota Agricultural College, a,position he held until entering the Senate in 1921 • 1 3 In addition to his presidential duties, he held the offices of state pure food inspector, state oil inspector, state hotel inspector, chief
\

g1... ain inspector for the state, and during Wo1. . ld War I,

---------8

1rane,
.\.
pp •

9 Ibid., pp.
10
Kru.1e., p.

1

9 ~o

{!"'... - :;;

50.

•

See also Hunter, p. 100.

50.

11 Me111orial Addresses., ·pp. 7-8.
12

Kane, p.

51.

13Hunter, p. · 90.

Ladd was appointed on a "temporary basis. 11 When the bou1'ld was ready to act on a replacement, Ladd suffered a loss of memory of his. 11 temporary 11
status and refused to leave.

6
1
ho assu.med the additional duty of' Fede1"al Pood inspector·. L!.
He was also a member• of the p:rice fixing commi ttoe -wl1.ich
set wheat prices du1"ing the. ·,;,.ro.r.

The following telegrarn,

a tribute to his ·wor,k in the latte1') two capacities., was
sent by Herbert Hoover in 1920:

I was glad to hear of your nomination. Your able
and honest advocacy of the agricultural interests
during the war won for-you the admiration of all who
crune in ·contact with you e.t Washington.
1vith you1. .
real 1mowledge of agricultural problerns, both in
theil... local and their national aspect., your election
will be a real contribution to the ability of the
Senate to deal constructively ·with th-ese matters.15
Briefly., Ladd's work at N.D.A.C. between 1390 and

1920 was that of teacher, administrator., and exporimentor.
In the first rolo, he has not.been rated very highly by
at least one of his colleagues.

His high pitched voice

was said to.detract from his teaching.

In addition., he

has been criticized for his over-emphasis to students of.
the analytical aspects of science.

16

Similarly., Ladd's term as an administrator has
been attacked as lacking in both tact and'

01... ganization.

Hunter characterizes him as "dogmatic., frequently m')bitrary.,
yet desirous of furthe1')ing the wel-fa.re of the f'acul ty and
that or the college. 111 7
1

4.r·,1 emoria
. 1

1

5w.

A. d o.res~,
~
p. 7 •

C. Palmer, Dr., E. F. Ladd, undated politic al
p.sunphlet apparently dist1,..ibuted in 1920 ,.· Orin G. Libby
Collection., .University of North Dakota.

16 Dr. George Abbott .in interview with the author•.,
Grand Forks, April

15, 196L1-•

17Hunter., pp. 99-100.

7
It was in the role of experimenter that Ladd excelled.

vn1ile his research., too, has been criticized, it

brought him national and international recognition in the
8
field of agricul tur·e. His f nrned Ttpain t fence 111 became
a college landmark, and his leadel"ship in that area was
so well accepted that his school remains a leader in the
field today.

It was the research _aspect of his work which

led Ladd to become a leader in the pure-food crusade.
The Pure-Food Crusader
While Ladd did not make his initial th1"usts at the
problem of adulteration in corrn:ne1,..cial food processing until coming to North Dakota, Ralph J. Kane takes the posi.tion that his interest in establishing a research labora·tory in New York for food studies., coupled with his work
at Geneva, demonstrated his interest in the _subject _prior
to the North Dakota studies • 1 9
If his concern for the subject of grain grading
had not been aroused earlier., Ladd was given cause for
1

concern by Agriculture College President Horace
bridge.

c.

Stock-

Stockbridge instructed his chief chemist as fol-

lows·:
Halm a thorough and systematic investigation of' the
composition and physical characteristics of ·wheat

• • • with the hope of establishing a definite a.i."1.d
accepted method for the simple and positive detern1ina18
Ladcl bv.il t a detnonstration fence and painted

each section with a diff0ront paint to test resistance
to weathering.

19Kane, pp. 38-39.

8

tion of the grade in tho buying n:nd selling of ·wheat,
the result of ·which ·would be the prevention of controversy betvrnen the buyer and seller, the pr•otection
of the producer against unscrupulous purchasers and
of honest dealers against the unfavore.ble influence
of dishonest buyers.20
Ladd soon discovered that discrepancies existed
in the grading of wheat.

His wo1-.k in this area was so

disturbing to business interests that they sought to bring
other influences into the college to end, or at least neutralize, his effo1'lts. 21

But, when Ladd fulfilled his or- ,

iginal mandate, 'he did not stop to wait for another.
While Ladd was not early in his entry into the pure-food
fray, his work earned him a good

1.. eputation

in the field.

In addition to his attacks on grain grading, he levied
charges against the patent medicine trade, railroad discrimination, the fertilizer industry, the paint industry, and
others.

22

Ladd's work in the pure-fqod crusade was aided
by ~he popularity he had acquired with the people of North
Dal{ota and with the state legisJature.

He had so gained

the confidence of the legislato~s that they would pass
20 H. L. Walster., manuscript (uncompleted at the
time oi' his death), Worth Dakota State Univcr·sity Library.,
Pargo. The ·work was to be a series of biographies of farn.Bd
scientists who had taught at North Dakota· Agricul tu1.. al
College.
21

Edward C. Blackorby, Prai1~ie Rebel: The Life
of William Lemke (Lincoln: Uni~sity of Nebraska Press.,
19-6·3), p. 25. '
22
For a full discussion of these investigations,
see Kane., pp. 74-210.

9
virtually any piece of legislation he sponsored. 2 3

A good·

measure of Ladd 1 s influence was the attempt by Bismarck
attorney Reuben Stevens to tclce the pure-food inspection
out of Ladd's hands.

Upon Ladd's appearance before the

legislature, the bill failed. 2 4
Ladd 1 s reward for such investigations was a place
in the hem"'t of the North Dakota farmer and a permanent
appointment O:D: the dockets of the courts.

His work brought

him m.1me1"'ous suits from the paint companies, the :millers,
and other commercial interests.

Ladd claimed on several -

occasions that he could not have gotten a decent nir;ht's

. 25
sleep unless he had a suit pending.

He must have slept

soundly during the greater portion of his adult life.
Yet, in all these cases, Ladd emerged victorious.
Professionally, Ladd maintained memberships in
the k.nerican Association for the Advancement of Science,
the Arnerican Chemical Society, the Society £'or the Promotion of Agricul tu1"'al Science, and the Society of Chemical
'

.

!

Industries of London.

He also served as president of both

the Association of Official AgricultUl"'al Chemists and the
26 His writAssociation of Dairy Drug ru1.d Food Officials.

23
2

.

Kane, pp. 107-108 •.

4~.'

pp. 98-1.01 •

2
5Dr. Abbott in an interview with the author'),
Grand Porks, April 15', 196~.•
2611 A Chemist in the Senate, tr Litera1~y Di~est,
:August .: 5,,.:·.1;g22; p·:. .. 28~0 ·::· · ·

10
ings, ho·,rcvor·-, did not appoar in the journals of' these associations;

1... ather,

they were published in the Horth Dr.kota

Farmer, which he edited and in a series of bulletins Hhich
he issued from Fargo.

'f1ne most farnous of' these ·were the

}'I~lal of Chenical l\.11alysis ( 1898) - and Hixed Paints ( 1908).
Political BackgroU!12:_

It was Ladd's work as a pure-food chemist ~iliich
ultimately brought him into politics.

Politically, Ladd

considered himself an Independent Republican,

28 but his·

work so coincided with the aims of the il:ifant Nonpartisan
League that Ladd and the League became virtually inseparable.29
The 1fo:npartisan League was organized by a former
Socialist, .Arthur

c.

Townley.

Townley began his

01... ganiza-

tion in 1915 with only nsalesma.nship, the promise of_ action,_ and a Ford. n

With these tools, he set out to

ize the farmers of North Dal{ota.

01... gan-

After his initial can-

vasing efforts, he en.listed the help of others.

'lhe result

was a membership of L~o., 000 in a period_ of six months.
What To,;,mley wanted was not a third party., but a bloc of
votes which could be shifted in support of or in opposition

to individual candidates, regardless of political a~filiation.

His platforn1 called fo1~ state-owned terminal eleva-

2

7Fargo F~., June 23, 1925.

28 Kane, p •. 212.

Kane cites a letter from E. Vern-

on Ladd.
2

9Blackorby, p. 25.

2

7

11

tors, flour mills, packing houses, and s to:r.~age plm1. ts;
for state inspection of grain grading practices; for exemption of farm improvements- fx·om ta..~ation; ,for a syste1'i1
of state hail insurance; and for a system of rural-credit
banks operated at cost.

What Tot,mley offered was not now

to the :;,.grarian movement.
of it yea:.cs befo1-ie.

Tho Grangers had proposed most

rl'he distinctive feature of his presen-

tation was his timing.

The time was

1... ipe

for the 'fior•th

Da.kota fanner to revolt.30
Except for the th1.. ee progr•essi ve terms of Governor
Jobn Burke (1907-1912), North Dakota had been under tho
thumb of a political machine headed by Alexander McKenzie.
The big Scotsman., with the help of the railroad interests,
had controlled tbe state from his hotel suite in St. Paul.
Since North Dakota ,,1as a gr)ain pr·oducing state, it wan
especially·vu,lnerable to price fixing by the railroads.
To make matters worse, the grain trade was controlled by
the all-pow-erful Minneapolis Chrunber of Corrnne1~ce and the
i

Duluth and Chicago Boards of Trade.

Dissatisfied with

the excessive railroad rates and the ·unfair grain grading
practices, the North Dakota farmers moved in 191L~ to establish state-owned terminal elevators.

\'/hen a group of the

farmers crone to present their grievances to the Legisla-

")1
ture in 1915, they wer·e told to u go home and slop the hogs. u.)

")o

.

.) Russel B,, Nye, Midwestern P1. . o.~ressi ve Poli tics
(East Lansing: Michigan Sta.
College Pros s;-1 94S1 T, pp.

te-

312-314.

31 Ibid. , p • 311 •

12
11

They went home, but not to
Burdick expressed it,

11

slop the hogs.::

As Usher• L.

the struggle for state-owned term-

inal elevators upset tho apple ca1'"lt. 11 3 2
Thus, Ladd 1 s work in exposing the evils of grain
grading publicized the need for state control and the need
fol" a. te:r\minal elevator.

rrhis in tux•n brought about the

formation of the Nonpar. . tisan League.

With this in mind,.

it does not. seem strange that. Ladd crone to r•egard the League
prog1'"la.1n as a means to car·ry out his

01,m

crusades.

In this

capacity, Ladd became linked, though not officially, to
the Le~gµe and its leaders.33
This relationship was fm'"lther cemented dux·ing

La.dd's term as college pr•esident.

It was at this time

that the Agricultural College was becoming a upolitical
football. 11

Willi run Lemke, attorney for the League and

f.or Farmer's Equity, was sympathetic with Ladd's vrnrk and
used his influence with Gover·noi-· Lynn J. F1--azier to remove
the anti-Ladd influence of E.xtensiori Director Thomas Coop-·
er.34

Through these circum.s~ances, the betrothal of Ladd

to the Lea~ue had come about in the years following 1914.
It remained only for the strange circw~stances surrounding
the election of 1920 to consunnnate the marriage.

-

(2

-

3 usher L. Burdick, Histor;z: o£_J.;~ers Poli tica1_]

Action in North Dakota ( Bal timor·e:

p.--7cr;-------

25.
pp. 8 3- 84.

33Blackorby, p.
34 Ibidq

Wirth Brothers,

19Iµ1J

,,,-

CHAPTER II

THE ELECTION OF 1920
It was a curious turn of political events which
led the chemist to the Senate.

The political situation

in 1920 had been complicated by tho rise of the Independent Voters Association, a group dedicated to ending the
irreign of Tovmley .. 111

The group, though rejecting .the

Republican label for reasons of expediency, posed as the
voice of the Republicru! party, though the League controlled
?

the party machine1.,y and the Republicans.,_

v.Jhen· the three

groups held conventions to choose their• Presidential electors, delegates to the national convention, and the slates
· of candidates for state office, the newspapers, depending
on the political leanings of their publishers, labeled the
proceedine;s as

11

false.,

11

suspect, or

11

1•eaL. 11 3

The pm,rer of the non-League forces was onl1anced
by Attorney General Williani Lm ger' s action in bolting
\1illia111 Heil and Phillips, nThe Life of Asle J.
Gr•onnail (unpublished Ph.D. disser•tation, University of
Hissouri, 1958), p .. 542. The Independ01i.t Vote1.,s Association
will hereafter be referred to as the IVA or Independents ..
2

Dakota, a

Chester H .. Rowell, :r 1Poli tical Cyclone in North
World~ s- W_2r1k, XLVI (July, 1923), 266-267.

"")

.>Phillips, pp .. 5t~2-5i+3;- Robe1.,t llorlru-1, Pol?-_0co.l
P1")airie Fire: The Nonp!3FtisEm . League.,i 1"9) 5-1 <)22 (Hinneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 195)), pp .. 28)~.286. The progressives ·were the smallest Republican faction.

· 13

tho League in 1919.

Langer subsequently launched a crunpaign

for the gubernatorial ondor~sement on the IVA ticket, attac1cing the corruption of the League leaders as only o.n exinside1'l could.

Tom1ley, in an effort to maintain his hold

on the League and refute Langer 1 s charges, drove several
other Leaguers into the IVA_ ca1np by removing them from
appointive state offices.4
The all'leady chaotic situation wo.s .furthe1 compli1

cated by rumors that Townley had failed to maintain his
grip on the League.

According to the rumor, Tmmley was

being forced·to abdicate in favor of his lieutenant, Willirun Lemke.5
substance.

The report ·was later discovered to have some

While Lemke and Tovmley remained on friendly

terms., the control of the League in North Dakota was in
Lemke's hands.

6

The En.dorsement
InctUnbent Republican Senato1'l from North Dakota.,
Asle J. Gronna, was d ef-ini tely a willing candidate to su.c1

ceed himself in 1920.

But the Senator, realizing the dsn-

ger in the North DaJrnta politic al si tuat"ion, was attempting
to avoid the_ state ts political holocaust as long as was
possible.

He would have been content to maintain his neu-

trality between the League., the progressives, and the
4Phillips, p. 543 •
.5Grand Forks Her~, January 22, 1920.

6B1ackorby, p. 199.

Independents, but tho approach of the endorsing conventions
forced him to take a stand ..

This he would not do.

His

biographer, \villi2.111 W. Phillips, takes the position that
1

Gronna could not, without sacrificing principle, connnit
himself to any group ..

Neither a conservative-controlled

Independent program nor a radical cont1,,ol of the LeaV-:1,e
convention would suit his political tastes.

Though Gronna

was sought by both sides as a candidate., he insisted that
the game be played according to his rules--nrunely, that
he not be forced to give an m1qualified commitment to eithe1-- faction. 7
As early as 1919,
rmnors
·were circulating that
.
.
Townley would oppose Gronna's bid for re-election.

These

later gave rise to the altei. .nate rumors that, while Tmmley ·would not suppo1')t the Senator 1 s candidacy., he would
do nothing to oppose the endorsement ..
ply

1... urn.ors

These remained sire.-

until the endorsing conventions met in May., 1920.

The Independe~t Voters Association convention,
meeting in Mil1ot on May 12, was the first to make an endorsement.

While they endorsed an almost full slate of

candidates, headed by William Langer for governor, they
left the Senatorial endorsement open, saying that the can-

7Phillips., pp .. 51.!-4-550. Phillips maintains that
Gronna's situation put him in a pos:i,.tion to deal with either or both of the factions. There seemed ·no candidate
available who could defeat the Senator end he was hoping·
for a dual endorsement.

8

fil£.,

pp.

51.1-4-.5L1-5, 550 •

8

16
didute fol. . this position could

11

be selected mor•e judicious-

ly at a later date by the ru1.ti-Tow11ley Republican State
Cent1. . al Cammi ttee. u9

The IVA had relinquished the first

move to the League.
When the Leo.s11.1e convention met in Fargo on May

14,

the endorsement of incu..mbent Governor Lynn Frazier came
quite as expected.

The stage was set for· pr•obably the

greatest surprise of the convention.

After Gro:nna 1 s name

had been placed in contention for the Senatorial endorsement, A.

c. Townley arose to addr•ess the delegates.

In

the stirring speech which followed, Townley delivered a
lengthy tirade against the incumbent, maintaining that
Gronna had not u toed the mark. 1.1

He cited Ladd as an ex-

ample of a candidate who could do much more than Grorma
for the League prog1,,am.

Townley maintained that, while

Gronna had failed both the NPL and the farmer, Ladd had
pe1,,formed 1tyeomm1 service fo1-a the .farm.el" of the state. 11
In the wake of this address, the convention placed Ladd 1 s
I

nrune on the ballot.

In the balloting which .followed,

the professor defeated Gronna for the endorsement by a
vote of L~- to 9 • 1 O
The circtunstances surrounding Lad.d's endorsement
are at best a political mystery.

While Ladd.ts entry was

reported in some IVA papcn. . s as a me.ans to divert him from
9Grand Forks Herald., May
1 Oib. d

1920.

--2-....•' Hay 1 .5, 1 920.

14, 1920.
Also Fai'lp;o Porum, May

15,

17
the gubernatorial r·ace in favor· of Frazier, thei-•0 seems
to be little evidence that this was the cnse.

11

Certain-

ly the even.ts of the day came as a surprise, not only to
the general public, but even to the dele~ates.

12

Accord-

ing to one report, Ladd's endorsement may have been a sur-

prise even to Townley • 1 3

DosJ)i te charges that T01,mley

nforced 11 Ladd 1 s endorsement., it would seem that the delegates did not need to be

11

fo1,,ced 11 to nominate Ladd.

Since

the Gronna endo1-,sement was ,. .macceptable to the Lemke-Tm,mley group., Ladd was the most 1,:,alatable choice for the delegates.14
Two persons have been mentioned in connection
with Ladd I s endorsement.

Lemlrn' s biographer, Edward C.

Blackorby, claims that, while

11

there is no evidence that

the selection of Ladd was Lemke's e:icclusive idea, Ladd's
endorsement had the Lemke touch. Ii
this claim., asse1->ting that

i

1

·He further substantiates

there is no question that, at

this time in 1920, it \·rns Lemke who was running the 1To1->th
Dakota Nonpar.tisan. Le;gue. 111 5

The second figure, Gutzon

Borglurn, a progressive Republican of national stature,
11

Grand Porks Herald., Hay 18 and May 19., 1920.

12

Phillips, p.. .5S2. Also Grand Fo1,,l:s Herald,
Phillips terms Ladd-11 a last moment 0ntry. 11
13
.
.
Grand Forks Herald., May 15, 1920. Townley claimed.
that while he mentioned Ladd as a possibility, he had no
intention of nominating the professor.

May 1.5, 1920.

1 4Phillips, p.

552.

1 5Blackoi-lby, p. 1 99.

18
also claimed to have swayed the convention delegates, and
may have had a part in persuading Ladd to ente1') the race •

16

Gronna took a bitter view of the convention proceedings.

He felt he had been deprived of the endorsement

by o. plot conceived in the minds of Tovmley, Porter J.
1 r.
.1.vic

Cumb er, on d Al
:i
"fi
r
·
17
. e:x.ru1cte1')
ncA0nz1.e.

According to Gronnn,

the supposed purpose of his 1')ern.oval was the protection
of the uinte1')ests.

tr

He charg~d that McKenzie had cont1..,i-

buted fifty thousand dollars to the League coffers to accomplish this end.

In return., the League would be expec-

ted to perrni t HcCu:.mber to run unopposed in 1922.

To fur-

ther insure Gronna 1 s defeat, HcKehzie was -to encourage
'former Governor Colonel F1')ank White to file as an indepenW11i te' s candidacy was to be used to at-

dent candidate.

tract the vote of people who opposed Gronna's anti-war
reco1.. d. 18

'I1his writer is in agreement with Phillips t analysis of the chai-·go.
posterous. 1119

He terms it

1
T

both too pat and too pre- ·

Further, he denies that the

11

inte1.. ests n

could see any advantages in Ladd' s candidacy, as

11

Ladd • s

16

Tel egPam from Bo1..,gluin to Lemke, March 22, 1 927,
in William Lemke Papers, University of No:r)th Dakota.
Bo1.. glum was the famed sculpto1'") of the Mount Hush.more :Memo1.. ial.
1

7?_~~£0 For~, June 7, 1920, quoting from Gronna's
speech in Mohall on Jtme 6; Phillips, p. 553.
18
Phillips., pp. 553-55L~. See also Rowell, 11 Political Cyclone," pp. 266-267.

19

.

·

I1?2:.£• , pp.

.

554.

19
progressive record antedated Gronna's even if it did not
excel it.

1120

He dismisses the cha1"'ge of a.i.-i agreement con-

cerning the McCumbe1. . candidacy by pointing to the defeat
of the McKenzie Senator• by the League in 1922.
ndmits that

11

Tb.ough he

corporate funds might have been used against

Gronna without the Leae;uets connivance, 11 he denies the allegation that such was the plan to elect Ladd. 21
While in agreement with this analysis, the writer
must note two sig;nificant observations.

I 11 ir·st., while it

has often been said that upolitics mal{es st1~ange bedfellows/'
it seems inconceivable that such enemies as HcKenzie and
Tovmley could occupy the sarQe political bed.

Secondly,

Gronna 1 s charge seems to the writer simply a transfer device to rebuild the Senator's deflated ego and to gain
votel'"' support.
vation that

11

The writer can only echo Phillips t obser-

there is not a single scrap of substantial

evidence that Ladd's nomination was purchased. 1122
In their endorsement

of

Ladd, the Leaguers had

I

selected perhaps the only mar.1. who could have defeated
Groni.-ia in -·1920. 2 3 Ladd was well-knowr.1. and respoc ted by
by the people of the state.

2u..·· Further, since he had not

21 _o.2:_.
I., . d
22
2

Ibid., p.

5.56.

3Ibid. , p. 5L~8.

2
L~Interview with Dr. George Abbott, June 2l.~, 1966.
Abbott says that the people of the state reverently referred

20

been lin.ked officially

th the League, the political scan-

dals attached to tho accusations of the ex-Leaguers had
left him unscathed.

25

By remaining aloof from political

stl"'ugglos, Ladd had, perha1)s lli"1.knowingly, paved the wo.y
for his ovm politic al career.

26

Tb.e Primar•z
On Memorial Day, 1920., Gaston Chevrolet won the
f ru.ned

11

Indianapolis 500, 11 with an average speed of 88 .16

miles per hour.

rrhe North Dakota primary candidates seemed

bent on er,asing that mark in the following month.

Both

League ar:+d Independent ~candidates submitted themselves to
grueling schedules.

2

7

The Senatorial race saw a parade of candidates.
G1'lonna announced his m·m independent candidacy late in
May., saying that he felt it his duty to become a candidate.
in order to effect the .rrredemption of the state from the
band of carpetbaggers and socialists who are in control."

28

His official entry mad~ the contest a four-cornered affair,
to Ladd as Dr., even before his honorary L.L.D. from the
Unive1"'si ty of Maine.
2

5Phillips, pp.

S11.7-548.

26

1nte1'lview with Abbott, June 24, 1966. Abbott
speculates that Ladd had his eye set on a political career
much e{3.rlier.
2

7 See Grand Fo1'lks Herald. June 1-29,. 1920. \tln.'lile
G1"'onna was a late start0x·, he contributed over seventy
speeches to the crunpaign.

28

Fargo Forupi, May 25, 1920.

21
the othe1~ t·wo contestants being F1")ank l!H1i te and former
congressman P. D. Norton of Mandan.
left the table

as

T1::i.e fourth leg soon

1fo1~ton withdrew to become a candidate

for the western congressional seat.
On June 9, the field was further reduced by the
withdrawal of White.

That same afternoon., the Republican

State Central Committee (IVA) endorsed Gronna. 29

The

situation had apparently dictated a gentlemen's agreement
between Gronna and W'.aite.

Both realized that neithe1") could

win in a three-way race., and each agreed to accept the
decision of the Central Coramittee.JO
The primary campaign was spotted with charges of
violence and election irregularities on both sides.
Independents charged the League with the use of
stickers, n notably in Sheridnn County.

0

The

blanket

The League coun-

tered with charges of violent attacks on citizens displaying League emblems.3 1
The campaign yras filled with charges of socialism,
corruption., and

Ku

Klux Klan.ism.

2 9~q., Jime 10, 1920.
Herald, same date.

The

Gr·nnc;l

Forks He1")ald

See also Grand Forks

3oTelegrar11 of June 5 from Tr~eadwell Twitchell to
White, printed in a political circular· 11 To the Membe1')s of
the American Legion, n Lemke Paper·s, June 25, 1920. In
view of this telegr•a.m, and the subsequent events., the probability of a HcKenzie deal for White is f'urther diminished.
31 Letter from William A. Anderson to Lemke, July
17, 1920, Lemke Papers. He ·wrote 1'")egarding an assault
made on a :mn.n nruned .Alfred Cheil of Glenn Ullin. Cheil
was attacked while driving his car on June 29. His car·
had displayed a Frazier banner.

22

felt that the choice was clearly between capitalism and
. 1 ism.
·
SOCJ.2

32

A

;:,:ed view crnne fr•om a min-

1. . orn.s:r1ti

lllOre

ister from a small town in the Red River Valley -who onvisioned a modern day crusade wl10n he said:

rtThe fight.,

men., is between Jesus Christ and Karl Harx. :i33
The Senatorial campaign was stl. . angel1 devoid of
the personal attacks which characterized the other races.
Both candidates campaigned as thougr.1. they were more concerned
with the outcome of the ticket than with their respective
candidacies.

Each showed a reluctance to attack the other.

Gr•onna, who ·had a genuine respect for Ladd, seldom attacked
his opponent by narne.

He seemed content to build a posi-

tive stand on his O'Wn record, concentrating his attacks
on the

11

Socio.list Autocracyir of the. League.

His biogra-

.pher feels that this ·was, from fu e standpoint of crunpaign
material,' probably the poorest cari1paign of Gronna 1 s career. 3L~
Simila1. . ly, Ladd based his carnpaign upon a posi ti vo, though
somewhat genei-.. al progrron. calling for the encouragement of
farming, the improvement of schools, and the elimination:
of profiteering.35

2
3 The events of June 9 put the Herald in the position of not having a Senatorial candidate fo-support.
The Hey_alsl had already r~epudiated Gronna.. When the Grand
Fo1. . ks American told the Herald it m. ould the1~efore support
Iiadd, llie Herald ecli tor rep~lie·d with a tirade against Ladd Is
work as coilege president, concluding that the })aper was
nnot any more for Ladd than for Senator G1~onna. 11
·

558.
559.

33Phillips, p.

J4Ibid., p.

35Fargo

F1ormn, June

See also Morlan, p. 293.

5,

1920.

23
The June 29 primary showed close competition for
both the Governorship 8.l'ld the Senatorial seat. Em)ly r>e.
~6
turns showed Longer &v:1d Gronna leading • .)
Several days
later, it became evident that Frazier had beaten Lanser,
but the Senatorial r·ace remained in doubt, due to slow
tabulation of election returns.

Finally, the returns from

the western counties established the Ladd victory.37
The official returns gG.ve Ladd

5~-, 957

and Gronna

-,~·.frlite, despite his withdrawo.l, received 5,477.

51., 1 L!.2.
On the

Democratic sia.e, H. H.. Perry of Ellendale, running unopposed,
polled 8,233.3

8

The causes of Gr·onna 1 s demise have been the subject
of much sp_eculation.

I·'.l:any authors have poin·ced to Gronna 1 s

anti-war record as the chief villian., the asstunption being
that people who were disillusioned by Gronna's stand during
the wa1.. w0re forced to. vote for White.3 9

Phillips, p·oint-

ing to the small vote garnered by the colonel., feels that
this deduction is unwarranted. ·He claims that the result
of White's candidacy was simply to decrease Ladd 1 s margin.4°

3 6 Ibid., July 1, 1920.
37Ibid., July 2-7, 1920.

3811 A Study of Politicn.l Figu1... es in North Dakota,
1918-26., n n.n., n.d • ., election files,· Or•in G.· Libby Collection, University of North Dakota.

39 Horlan, p. 294; Lewis F. Crawford, .History of
·
Nor·th Dakota lChicago: Arnerican Histo1~ica1· Society., 1931 ),
Vol I, p. 439. See'also Fargo Currier-Ifows., May 5, 1922.
4oPhillips, p.

563.

24
This ·wri teJ•, while in agreement with the Phillips analysis,
feels that the explro~ation fails in at least one respect.
While White's total seems quite small at first glance, it
is more substantial when viewed in the. light of the colonel's
withdrawal.

But, ·while it seems plausible that t·n1i te ts

candidacy played a greater role in Gronna's defeat thon
Phillips assigns it, the principal reasons for the Ladd
victory must be sought else'irJhere.
rrhere are at least two more prominent factors, which,
in combination, we1->e sufficient to defeat G-1,.onna..

Phillips

recognizes these as Ladd 1 s personal popularity and his organizational support. 1~- 1 First, Ladd was perhaps the most
universally popular and respected man in the state.

His

work as a pure-food crusader had endeared him to the Horth
Dakota voter.·LL2

In addition, Ladd seemed to possess both

an air of dignity and an ability to do the remembered favor for the small mon with the big vote. Li-3
But, Gronnats popularity was also enviable.

The

I

writer is inclined to agree with Phillips that the chief
detel""rrlinant was politic al support. Lµ.~
of that co1mnodity than did Gronna.

Ladd possessed more
First, the IVA was· not

as st1,.ong an organization as was the 'NFL, despite its showl~ 1 Ibid.

h.2
· Blackor•by, p. 12.

L~3Interview with Dr. Abbott, April 15, 1964.
Lf4Phillips, p. 563.

.
.
th
.
1.ng
1.n
- e pr 1.rna1-iy
,. h5
·

Secondly, Grom~a faced opposition

from some of the independent press4 6 as well as from the

· tS
remnan

OI".'l

tl:19 1.1.v1c K 0nz1.0
· . group• L~ 7
ff'

1
v'

Jh l· 1 e Grom1a

COU 1 d

h ave

used support from the popular Robert LaFollette, the Wis8
consin Sena to1.. was too ill to campaign in North Dalrnta. 4
The General Election
The IVA Republicans, having tasted defeat in six
of the p1... il11ary races., made an alliance with the Democrats
for the coming election.

With the elimination of Gro nna,

Ladd's election.seemed virtually assured.

H. H~ Perry

could not ma.tch the reputation of the scientist in the eyes
of Nor•th Dakota voters. Lt.9
·

The g1J.bernatorial contest loomed

as the primary political target for both parties.

In that

contest., F1·azier faced a fo1. .midible opponent in J. F. '11 •
O'Connor, a violently anti-League lawyer f1"om Grand Porks. 50
Ladd 1 s campaign for the November election can be
adequately surni."11.arized as follows:

He campaigned for the

i

45Ibid.; Hobert Poole Wilkins, uNorth DaJ:rnta and
the European War, 1914-1917 11 (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation., West Virginia Unive1. . sity, 1951~)., p. 294.
LL6
· Grand.Forks Her~, June 12, 1920.
4?Phillips, p.

555.

11-8 Ibt1•, p. 561 •
4 9 This was born out in the election. Perry's inactivity in the campaign leads one to believe that he was
merely a filler on the ballot.
5°For· an account of O I Connor I s campaign, see ./.\. .lice
Jane Johnson, 11 The Public Career of J. F. T. 0 r Connor 11
(u.i.'1.published M.A. thesis·, University of No1. . th Dakota,
1956).
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tic1rnt, devoting little attention to his m,m candidacy
save to keep his m,m re:.)utation cleon.

While the national

ticket, composed of Ohio Senator t'lar1'len Harding and Eassachusetts Governo1'l Calvin Coolidge, was p1'")ogressing to the
tune of irI-fording, You' re the Han for Us, 11 another title
became p;revalent in North Dakota.
ical pamphlet,

11

It was that of a polit-

Stringent League Laws Against Immorality. 11

The Independent Voters Association press protested violently against the distribution of this piece of political
slander·, so frank in its indictment of the mo1'lals of the
Independent candidates that it was

11

accomponied by a warn-

ing that it must be kept out of the hands of young people."
The Forttra called upon Ladd to repudiate this type of carnpaign.
This he did, denying any previous knowledge of its publication or contents.51
The general election of November 2 was hailed as
a victory by both the IVA and the League. 52

While the

IVA could justly claim victory in the state leGislature,
the League controlled many of the key executive positions.
One of the points of pride in the League claim was Ladd.
, ...., beco::i:ig the first League Senator:, he co:n.:piled a margin
of 42,000 votes, rnn:n.ing far· al1.ead of the ticl:et • .:;).>

51 Far__g2

Forum., October 27, 1920. The pronphlet
was said to contain the testimony of several prostitutes
from the 11 red light 11 district of Minneapolis. References
are made throughout the month.
52Ibid., lfovember 6, 1920; and Nonpartisan Loader,
November and December., 1920.
53Morlan, p. 300; Ble.ckorby, p. 110.
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The election of Ladd, pI·obably tho first chemist
and certainly the first president of a land-grar1t college
, to be elected to the upper• house, illill11inated two significant changes which had come to characterize the agr•arian
movement.

First, it sl.1.01:·rnd that the fa1--rrB rs wer·e develop-

ing a confidence in the teachers of agricultural science.
Second., it showed that the agrarian movement was maldng
attempts to enhance its prestige by electing spokesmen of
professional stature.54

The farme1'l sent the chemist to

Washington, confident that he now had a well-informed,
eloquent spokesman who was dedicated to combatting the industrial· interests.

--- -- ------.........

...

.5L~OE£r3-rtisa..r1 Leader, December 13, 1920, ~uoting
r-.ihlom Sockless Simpson to Dr. Ladd, 1 H~
York Eyening~l:,o§J__~.
·

an odi to1~ial,

CHAPTER III
LADD AND THE FARMER
1.rlhen

the Sixty-seventh Congress began its deliber'

ations on March l~, 1921, Edwin F. Ladd, escor•ted by his
Senate colleague from No1,,th Dakota, Po1,,ter J. HcCmnber.,
walked to the desk of Vice President Calvin Coolidge.
Ladd then spoke the oath of office and retm')ned to his seat.
For nearly tirn months, these were the only Hords Ladd spoke.
in the Senate proceedings.
11

school principal type 1t

2

And for these two months, this

Senator must have appeared out

of place in the company of such fiery 01')ators as Wisconsin's
Robert M. LaFollette, Idaho's Willirun E. ·Borah, D.nd Nebraska's George Norris.
But Ladd had p1')eviously announced through the press
his desire to represent the farmer.

In his press statement

following the election, he· had announced his intention
to strive to enact measures vn~ich would protect the farmer
a.i."'1.d enable him to retain the fruits of his labors.

·rrhe

bearded chemist was ready to come to the defense of the
farmer·.

1 congressional Record~ 67th Cong., Spec. Sess.,
LXI , Part 1 , p :--Tj:7.

2
New York Times, May 21, 1922.

28

1

29
.Ladd was pror11i)ted to sp ea.k in defense of the .far11101...

on Hay 2, 1921.

The speech wees the result of an ar-

ticle by Chief Justice '1'iilliam Hm·rard 1r.9.ft, car-1"'ied in
the
that

1,fo. sr1i]2[:z__ton
11

Post.

In it, the former President had claimed

the Nonpa1')tisan League, a combination of farmers
".'.)

in North DBlrnto., is not a patriotic party. II.)
both the farmer and the League.
:Dal-mt a, 11 he said,
or socialists. 11

4·

11

Ladd defended

HThe farmers of No1')th

are nei th.er free lovers, bolshevilrn,

In defense of the League., Ladd explained

its origins, its purposes, and its achievements.5

He dis-

missed the charge of lack of patriotism by extolling the
war 1~ecord of Governor Lynn J. Frazier and citing Horth
Dakota I s willingness to supply men, money and mate1 ials
1

f

01,

the wm'} effort. 6
. It was in this smne speech that Ladd set forth his

progrfuu for prospective farm legislation.

In it, he pro-

posed the following:
Constructive legislation.providing for coopera~ive
:ma:riketing through the principles of collective buying and selling, • • • tariff legislation necessary
to protect the farmer and his products, to extend the
benefits of the Federal 19.lld bank and rural credits
more fully to meet the n.eeds of the farmer . . . .
to hmre legislation enacted which ·would encourage
land OFnership in place Of the r•apidly increa.sing tendency [toward tenant fa1")ming) • • • , and the honest

LXI,

3cong1.. ~ssional RecoX'd, 67th Congress, 1st Sess.,
Part~1; p •. 917.
L~Ibid.
5Ibid., pp~ 918-919.
6-b"d
~-.L•, p. 9 2 o.
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adjustment of taxes [which means] • • • the d.efoat
of the sales ta.."'( .. 7
In concluding, Ladd repeated his stand that the legislation he proposed was a means of obtaining justice for the

It was not, he said,

farraer and ending special pr~i vilege.
class legislation.

8

The Farm Bloc
In his effort to obtain this

1
'

justice, 11 Ladd be-

crone a member• of the bipartisan group of Western and Southern progressives knovm as the

11

Farm Bloc. 11

The gronp,

organized in the surmner of 1921., was dedicated to the promotion of agricultural legislation.
cluded the following:

The Senate group in-

Williams. Kenyon., Republican, Io-

wa, chairman; John B. Kendrick, Democrat., Wyoming; George
W. Norris, Republican, Nebraska; Ii11')a11k M. Gooding, Re:)ublican, Idaho; Arthur Capper, Republican., Kansas; Ellison
D. Smith, Dernoc1')at, South Carolina; Robert IL LaFollette,
Republican, Wisconsin; Edwin F. Ladd, Republican, North
Da1rnta; Horris Sheppar d, Democr~at., Texas; Joseph E. Rans1

dell,· Democrat., Louisiana; and T'nomas J. Heflin, Democrat,
Alabarna.9

When Kenyon resigned his seat to accept a fed-

?Ibid., p. 922.

8

Ibid. Ladd had previously stated this view in
prefacingl1is platform. See New Yo1"k Times, November 28,
1920.
9Elm.er D.. Graper, 11 The .Arne1,,ican Farmer Enters
:Politics, 11 Curr~~1t History, XIX (February, 192L~), 818'819. William E. 'Borah is also lis tod in the gro""t.J.p b:y some.
autihors. Tho1,,e was a st milar, though less organized,
group in the House of Representatives.
·
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eral judgeship, Capper becmne the chail·man. 1 O

The organi-

zation was further strengthened following the 1922 elec"cions with the additions of Hendrik Ships tead, Farmex·Labo1'>i te, Nin:nesota; Colonel Smith W. Brookha1..,t, Republican,
Iowa; and Lynn J. Frazier, Republican, North Drum ta.
The last member, Minnesota Farme1"-La1ID 1..,i te Magnus Johnson,
won his seat in 1923 following the death of Knute Nelson.

11

The Sixty-seventh Congress found the Farm Bloc
pressing for agricul tu1"al legislation while the Republican
12
1t1..,egulars 11 were proposing tariff revision and ta..x reform.
The Farm Bloc met ·with :moderate success on such questions
as the regulation of the packing industry and tho maintenance of high surtaxes on 1·arg0 incomes • 1 3

The agrarian

group successfull·y sponsored legislation which pr ohibi ted
1

interstate cor~Q0rce in filled milk, gave agriculture representation on the Federal Reserve Board, recognized cooperatives in agriculture, and provided. for the exponsion
of agricultural crodi ts •

1

4

At the sa.i.'11e time, the group

I

successfully blocked passage
Subsidy bill.

12

1

5

Ibid., p. 819.

13~., pp. 8·19-821.
1~--lb· d
_ L . , pp. 820-822.
1 5Tb. d
=--1:._.' p. 822.

or

the Administration 1 s Ship

32
1he 1922 elections made the Farm Bloc seem r11ox·e

po·werful than before.

Hi th the addition of ne-w bloc mem-

bers and the decr•ense of the norn'.ino.l Republican majo1"ity,
the Farm Bloc held the bal&"'1ce in the Sena.te. 16 Further,
it seemed that the progressive fo1")ces were :-11aldng betteP

effo1-its to plan their attacks.

Early in December, 1922,

Robert 11. LaFollotte., in his capacity as chairman of the
People's Legislative Service, called a conference of leading progressives, both in and out of Congress.

The Group,

numbering noar•ly one hund1... ed, met in Was.1. ington to plan
for progressive cooperation in the Sixty-eighth Congress. 1 7
But the predictions of Farm Bloc sta·ength did not
materialize.

In the Sixty-eighth Congress, the group proved

sufficiently strong to halt some legislation, but it could
not force passage of the desired farm laws.

Other groups,

it would seem, took their cue from the agrarians.

The

Sixty-eighth Congress bees.me n virtual fortl"ess of blocs
which left much legislation proposed and little enacted.
i

As the New York Evening Post described it, Congress was a
ttweak, erratic, sometimes mulish, and often pa...Ylicky, creature of blocs and factions.n 18 Generally speaking, legis-

1

7Belle c. and Fola LaFollette, Robert M .. Lo.Follette,
II, pp. 1066-1067. ?or the }):boposed prograrn see nrrentati ve Pla."1.s for· the New Congress,n Congressional Digest;
I I I (November, 1923), L~5.
18
numnourned Congress," Literary Digest, May 1 L~,
1925, p. 10.
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lation was doomed.

In legislative accomplishrrient the

Congress posted a low score--one lowering of the income
ta..."'\: ru:1d one soldiers 1 bonus .• 19
Though by no means the leader of the Farm Bloc,
Ladd served as an jJ:npoPtant member.

His backgrotmd had

made him ro-i e:x:11ert in e.gricul ture and chemistry.

'These

qualifica.tion_s me.de him a significant figure in ag1')icultu1..,al debates.

Further, he se1,.,ved ·well off the Senate

floor as an adviser to other Senators and as a witness in
20
.
conrrn.i. tt ee l:1earings.

Also, his position on the Committee

on Agriculture and Porest1..,y undoubtedly enhanced his ability to influence ag1,.,icul tural legislation.
The Tariff Question
In May., 1921, Cong1..,ess passed the Fordney Emergency Tar•iff.

It was, as its nar11e implied, a strictly .emer.-

gency measure, designed· to pr•otect agricul tm..,al products
from foreign competition.

1..-Jhile

the measure was not ·whol-

ly favorable to the F1a1..,m Bloc, Ladd acquiesced in its pas-

sage.

The Senator voiced no opposition to tho bill because

he felt that it would have a beneficial psychological effect.

vih.ile he doubted that the measure would bring fina.Yl-

cial benefit to the farri1e1-i, he felt that it ·would do much
to pacify the discontented agrarian populace until further

20
August

5,

nA Chemist in the Senate, 11 Literary Digest,

1922, p. 28.

action could bo taken.

In Ladd' s eyes, the teF1..porary na-

ture of the bill made its passage permissible ..

21

Late in 1921, the House initiated a permanent tariff measure.

This Pordney Ts.riff was a comparatively 1~ild

xneasure when it left the House, but it received a thorough
1... evamping

in the Sen8.te :;Jinonce Cor(]..'ili ttee, hoadod by North
~2

Da1cota 1 s Porter~ J .. l1cCwnbe1'). "-

In the thirteen months of

its prenatal existence the bill grew from a slightly tainted fetus to a tentacled monster ..
Ladd 1 s part in the transformation, especially

in the ag:r>icul tural segments, was a large one..

He api)eared

before the Senate Finance Corrrmi ttee on s~vor. al occasions,
and the effect ·which he had· on the agricultural schedule
was far from small.

On one occasion, he received the fol-

lm·1ing mMdate from Senator HcCuraber:

Senator Ladd, as you have made a speciil study 6f
every agricultural question as president of an agricultural college in the State of North Dcl{ota, and
as you aro giving special consideration to the cereal
question, the com.rni ttee has felt that they could rest.
the natter of the agricultural schedule a great deal
on your views ·without calling for additional evidence,
and so I_will ask you to be just ap extensive as you
desire on· DnY part of the subjoct.23

21 Lotter fro:rn Ladd to Judge Charles F. Amidon,
April 14, 1921 , Char·les P .. Aini don Papers, Chester Fritz
·Library, University of North Dakota ..
22v
C'
hr·11r.'>t-giesser,
•
Th.is if
har 1 ~c.
~as 1-~ormalcy (Bos t on:
·Little, Brm·m · and Corn.pEmy-, 194,3) pp. 92-9.S.
2 3-r.
B eI 01"e t,n.e Comr:11. "GT~ee on. l'7.1.J.J:1,,8nce, .,_unite
•
d
.:-~0ar1ngs
States Senate on the Proposed Tariff Act of 1921 (H. R.
7456)' p. 3209, in 11 Acldresses in Congr"css., Ladd, 1921-23, ti
p. 71 • A bound scrapbook volume of' Ladd 1 s speeches, Edwin 1~. Ladd Papers, North Dakota State Dnive1"sity Lib1,..ary.
r.'>

.

I

I

. Ladd used his influence to gain increased tariff
sch0dules.

Whtle he did not cons idol""' himself a strong

tariff advocate., he stood ready to demru1d agricultural protection co11rcaensurate with that of othe1"\ industries.

Ro

expressed his vim·I to Judge Charles F • .Amidon as follows:

I believe if m.anufactu1. . ers 8l1.d all others .are to have
protection as in the past _the farmer should ask the
ssme protection as afforded other indust1. . ies .2[~
With this view, Senator Ladd set out to give the farmer
his portion of the tariff spoils.
One item ·which Ladd attempted to create through
tariff p1... otection was a soya bean industry in the Northwest.

He felt that a tariff would put the soya bean into

more extensive use, and, at tho srune time, docroo.se Alnorican dependence on foreign oils.

Ladd praised the idoa of

increasing.soya bean production, both from the standpoint
of national defense and the beneficial effects which its
growth would have on the 1and.

2

5

In his attempt to triple

the tariff rate on soya beans, the Senator was defeated.

26

I

While he succ·eeded in r·aising the tariff, he could not
prevent the continuation of the drawback for oils impo1. . ted
for nonodible uses such as in soap manufacture.

Since

there was g1. . eat difficulty in proving that imported oils
·would be put to edible uses., the tariff ·was largely nul2

~-Letter from Ladd to P..mj_don, Ap1"\il 1 Li., ·1921 ,
Alnidon Papers.
2 r'

'co~gressional Record,

LXII, Part 10, pp. 10122-10124.
26

Ibid.., p •. 10128.,.

67th Cong., 2nd Sess.,

36
., 27
1 i. f.iea.

Ladd achieved a hollow victory in his fight for
a p1,,otective wheat tci...,iff.

He again received higher pro-

.
·
. '
'
28
t ec~ion, d espi~e
opposi t.ion f rom 4-1
une mi• 11 ing
in~ores~s.
!

J..

•

•

But while ho gained protection for wheat producers, the
overall tariff picture was to erase the gain.
In his argmnent for a protective tariff on flaxseed, Ladd maintained that the previously flourishing flax
crop could again provide for domestic needs if it were
given protection. 29 Purther, Ladd insisted that the flax.seed ta1"iff be l"einforced by a comparable tD.l.,iff on linseed, oil.

In this demand, he was aided by t.estimony f1.,or,1

the representatives of ti1e seed crusher~.30

In defending

his positi.on, the Senator found opposition strong, but not
insurmountable.

He· eff ecti ve+y countered a cho.rge from

Utah's Senato1') Willia.i.il E. King that flax could not survi vo

oxcept as a frontier crop. 31

In another instance, he

was mildJ.y successful in disposing of an ar·gument from
I

2 7Ibid., pp. 10111.8-50.
2811 1-rearings Before the Senate Ii1inru1ce Cornmi ttec, 11
pp. 3074-3065, in Ladd, nAddressos in Cong1.,oss, 11 :pp. 62-

63.
29I,OJ... d . , pp .. 3209-3219, :in 'J!Add1:esses in -Congress,tt

pp. 71-81.30_1b".,
- ia., J)p.

pp. 81-8L1_.-

321 9-3222, in

II

Addresses in Cong1,.,ess' n

31 con5ressional Record, 67th Cong., 2nd Sess.,
LXII, Part 10, p. 1012~;.
varieties.

Ladd cited.new wilt-resistant

37
') 2

the m3nufacturers of linen thrend • ..J
attempts, Ladd 1 s gains wer•e hollow.

Ago.in, as in the other
Some substitutes for

linseed oil remained duty fr·ee.33
While Ladd obtained :n1inor concessions in the tc~riff
controversy, his efforts could not be termed successful.
The modicum of pr·otection \·!hich his efforts netted was
insufficient.

The manufactur•e1.,s were ex.perts in the art

of tar_iff construction., and the retaliatory tariff walls
which ~1.u'lope raised did much to harm the .farmer·. 3L~

As the

New York Times had 111'lophesi.ed, the manufactur•ers had fr·roned

a tariff which provided irthe meat for them, for the pro') i:'

tectionist speeder of the plow and cai.,, the sholl. 1u;i

But while Ladd worked for tariff protection for
the.farmer, he felt that the .farmer's problems demanded
other solutions. 3

6

One of the:3e other solutions, Ladd

felt, was the elimination of the middlemen who were usurping the fm.,:mer ts profits. 37
2
3 New York Tirnes, December 14, 1921. ~L1he thread
manufacturers 1-rn1,e :repr•esented by Robe1"t Barbour. To h:i.s
charge that .l\.roerican flax fibe1" ·was of lower quality than
imported flax fiber, Ladd replied that now varieties could
be introduced if a demand wore developed.
33HHea1.. inr.,·s Before the Senate Finance Co1n...-rni ttee., 11
p. 321L;. in 11 Addre;sos in Cong1'less, n p. 76.
Two of the
oils cited were Chino.wood oil and pel"illa oil.
~1

..:>i..I-scln.,iftgiesser, pp.

3\.re-w

94-~.5 •.

York Times, Hay 2, 1922.

3 6Lottcr fr·or:1 Lo.dd to JoJ:..n N. Hagen, Februar·y 21,
1922, in Jom.1. N. Hagen Papers, State Historical Society
of' North Dakota Librai"y, Bismarck.
37Ne1:1 York Times, November 28, 1920.

Marketing Irrmrovomonts
In his battle against the rJ.idcllemru'l, Ladd ·was insistent on the elimination of corrupt 2nd. unfo.ir practices.
He ·Has especially interested in eliminating the
tors.

11

,

II

specula-

To this end, Ladd advocated strict enforcement

of the Grain Futures Act, which was designed to end future
speculation.

When the first futures legislation was de-

clared unconstitutional by the Supreme Court, Congr·oss
promptly passed a new version, elimin.ating the Supreme
Court objections.3

8

Ladd urged the farmers to fight to

maintain this regulation, though the

11

wily trafficers in

the products of the toil and sweat of the nation's producers n were attempting to effect the withd1. . awal of regulation. 39

In his a-ctenr9ts to end corrupt practices, Ladd also initiated successful investigations of the practices of both
the Minneapolis Chamber of Cormner•ce and the Chicago Board
of Trade.4-

0

He also introduced resolutions to investigate

·
·
L1.1
rai• 1 ra t es an d o t'ner d 1sc:r
epanc:i.es.
1

Ladd was also instx·un1ental in enacting legislation
to establish legitimacy for _agricultural cooperatives.

8

3 congressional Record, 67th Cong., 4th Sess.,
LXIV, Part 6, pp. 5702-5703.

39New York Times, July 22, 1923. Ladd cited the
falling of grain prices ·which began nine days after the
new lm·1 was sustained by the Sup:r·eme Cou1. . t.
LJ_Q
·
1 ,·::,
d
· Con 0 ressiona
necor,
LXV, Part 1 , pp. 92, 68 3.

68 ~n
' , Cong., 1 s-t 0ess.,
n

L~ 1 Ib:Ld., 67th Cong., 1st Sess.·, LXI, Pa1•t

5,

p.

39
After tho cooporntives gained recognition, the Rorth D~cota
Senator t·ro1·ked to msk0 trHrn effective.

He introduced le-

gislation dir•ecting the D01J2..1.,tment of Agriculture to aid
the cooper2~ti ves by pr•omotinc; so1.md business pr2.c tic es and
by establishing uniform standards of classification and

·
t ion
·
.n
ttne organ1za01ons.
.
h2
inspec
Lor
·
.1-.

In Janua1~y, 1923, Ladd f1..u.,ther attempted to influence agricultural marketing by introducing another piece
of legislation.

The No1,,ris Ha1~keting and Export Bill had

been introduced in 1922, and had received a favorable report from the Senate Comrnittee on A3riculture and Forestry,
of which Norris was the chair-.man.

The bill had provided

for an independent governraent agency to be established to
pur·chase surplus farm com:modi ties and sell them abx·oad ..
This attempt to achieve better marketing conditions was
blocked by .t~dministr-a.tion intervention. 43

At Secreta1~y

of the Treasury imdre"t'l Mellon's behest, Minnesota 1 s Senator
Frank B. Kellogg introduced a substitute measure which
i

p1,,ovided for advancements from the War Finance Corporc.tion
to be made to agencies engaged in the marketing of agricultural staples.

rrhe diffeI enoe between the Norris and
1

Kellogg bills was reflected in their assignment to committees.

lfor1,,is' bill ·was reported by the Senate Ag1~icul tural

4 2 Ibicl.,

68th Cong., 2nd Sess., LXVI., PSJ.,.t 11., pp.

Li.227-4228. 43schr·iftgiesser, pp. 1 02-1 OL~.. After a two-day
fight on the Senate floor, NorPis collapsed and had.to be
car:r·ied from the chamber.

Cornmi ttee, "ivhilo Kellogg's was assigned to the House Com-

.

L Li

mitt e e on Banlnng. .~ ··
Though Ladd felt that the T,,fa1,., Finance Corporation,
unde1') Eugene Meyer, had aided the fa1,.,mer, he felt that
something more was needed.1-i.5

Consequently, his 1923 bill

more closely 1·eson1bled the Norris attempt.

In it, Ladd

called fol" the establishment of an .Ameri ca.i.--i Stabilization
· Corporation., with
en.pi tal.

~t1 00, 000, 000

in government-subscribed

The bill 1-rnuld have socialized the marketing of

suga1'), cotton, wool, and cer·eals by giving the corporation
power to operate warehouses and to pr ohibi t exportation
1

of farm products needed in the domestic mar.Ket. L~6

The

bill {S. bill 2964) c2Jae too late for passage in thesession., and as related above, the Sixty-eighth Cong1')ess was
most reluctant to pass any legislation--agricultui')al or
otherwise,.
Pr•oduction Aids

As the result of six bad crops in succession, the
farmers of North Dakota and Easte1,.n Montana faced a year
of good crop prospects and lacked the necessa1,.,y seed or
the ere di t to obttdn it. L~7

. ., p • 1 0 5;
·41-~ Ibid

In 1 921 , Sena tor Ladd and

G1-> aper ,

p•

·s 2 2.

L~
.
~.:::>:F'arP~o Gou::eier-N ews, June 22., 1 922.

46New
Pa1,,t

4,

Yo1'"1k 1I1imes, J.anua1')y L~, 1 923.

47con~res~i·onal
R
d 67~,
h
~
1~cor,
~n Cong., 1st Sess.,
p. 39~9.

Representative James H. Sinclail') of North Do.kota co-sponsored legisl2..tion to provide seed loons for drought-stricken fa1')mers.

The two North Dakotans succeeded in obtain-

ing seed loru1s for the farmer•s for both 1921 and 1922.L~S
Another of Ladd 1 s proposals for aiding farm production was his roqucst for the estn.blishment of a g1')oup
of intermediate credit; agencies to provide the farmer with
longer term credit at r·easonabl e cost. ~-9

Through the ef-

forts of Ladd and the other Farm Bloc members, Congress
passed the Agricultural C1').edi ts Act in the last days of
the Sixty-seventh Congress.

The act established twelve

Federal Intermediate Credit Banks., one in each of tho
Federal Land Ban.ks.

::.~5, 000, 000

Those were each to be supplied with

public capital snd were to supply loans to agri-

cultural cooperative marketing associations and to banks.
A second feature of the i'11easur·e e.xpanded' credit facilities
by providing for National Agricultural C1~edi t

Corpo1')ations.,

which 1,-rnre to be or•ganized and financed by private f-unds
• t ·co gove1'>mnen t supervision.
• •
50
b Ul.l were sub Jee
.I..

I

Ladd also hoped to eradicate the barberry bush,

the chief cause of black stem rust in wheat.

In April.,

L1- 8Bi· 1_ 1_ i· nr.-; .~q C'ounty Pioneer,
January 26, 1922.
'o
LJ- 1 1fow York ri1ime s, Nove111ber 28, 1 921 • Ladd 8).."})lained
that the farmer neod0d intermediate c1')edi t because ho requi1')ed a longer period of time to turn over his inventory
than did most businessmen.

r-'o

~ Congressional Record, 67th Cong., 4th Sess.,
LXIV, Part 6, pp·. 5707-5708.

. I

1922, ho made o. stirr·ing plea .for higher') approJ)Piations
for this purpose.

In it, he cited the efforts of his home

state toward eradication of the bush..

Ho blarned the fail-

ure of the Nor·th Dal{ota effort on the lack of coopor>ation

r rom

~.
surrou.na.ing
s J..0a t es •.51

As a result of his efforts,

the appr,opriation for bar>berr•y eradication 1·rns more than
doubled, 52 and the Fargo Formri was ablo to ru.1.nounce tho.t
in the sumrn.er or 1922, ther'e would be ti;.w men assigned to
each county to

11

remove or super·intend the removal of all

possible barbe:i?1~y plants. n53

rrhe barberr•y eradication

continued, and in 1925, Ladd was able to report substantial
decreases in rust los~es, together with great progress in
eliminating the cause. 5L~
When Hen1,,y C. Wallace became Secretary of Ag1.,icul-

ture in 1921, he saw the plight of the fa1~mers and attempted .

t-o ca11 a

l'i a t.iona1

~T

F a1'>JJ1 Con1e:-. e:i?ence t o mee J-1.1 in
•
lJ
l • - 00n. 55
,' as.11ng
.1-

The Conference finally met in Ja.i."'1.uary and. Februa1.,y, 1 922.

Ladd had been in favor o.f the conference for some time,
fu"'1.d he often confe1.,l''ed with Wallace on the subject.

51 Ibid., 67th

pp. 5387,

5394. ·

Cong., 2nd ~ess., LXII, Part

It

5,

52 :Sillings

County Pion_~; }fay 4, 1922. The House
appropriatio.:ri irns :~?114.7 ,ooo. 'fi1e Senate asked $500,000
and the final figur0 agreed upon was ;~350.,000.

53Fs.rgo Cur-rier-Ne"t·rs, April 16, 1922.
c'l

.

~4congressional Rec~rd, 60th Cong.,·2nd Sess.,
LXVI, Part 2, pp. 1 08tl-1 090.

55Schriftgiessor, pp. 99-100.

was U11.der• his reconu.11endation that John N. Hagen wc..s named

to the North DG1rnta delegation. 5b

'11he group met an.d ex-

While little came of the conference

pressed theh'l views.

recomr:iendations, the group served to encourage the efforts
of the Farm Bloc.57
Finally, Ladd did much campaigning to increase
the effectiveness of agrict1.l tural resea1-,ch.

His backgr·ound

in both North Dakota and New Yoi-•k had led him to believe
strongly in the value of agricultural experiment stations.

.

Ladd often extolled the efforts of agricultural researchers,
and he sponsored sever.al bills to increase their budgets. 59
Ladd 1 s efforts f'or the improvement of agriculture ·
can be su.m:marized in two wor.ds--1)rotection and cooperation.
The chemist-legislator sought protection for the farmer
f'1'lom his va1'lious economic enemies.

Fu.rthe1-,, he sought

cooperation between government and farme1-,, between far.mer
and farmer·, and bet·ween researcher and farm01~.

In the opinion of the wri t01-., Ladd' s agricultural
I

.5 6 Hagon

Papers. Letter· fi-•om Ladd to. Hagen, Pebruary 21 , 1922; Billinp;s County Pioneer, F0bruai-y 2, 1922.
The other members of the lfo1-,th Dakota delegation were Dr.
J. L. Coulter, p':resident of north Dakota Ag1"icul tural
College ru~d Hans Georgensen, president of the North Dakota
Fa1~ Bureau Federation.
57Ibid. The su1-,prise of the confe1·ence was the
group 1 s endo1""'sement of the Fa:C'm Bloc. 'This co:rn.e shortly
afte1'l President Harren G. Ha1~din[s had 11 condern.:ned all combinations in Congr0ss.1r
·

58 congressional

J?~ecord, 68th Cong., 2nd Sess.,
LXVI, Part 2, pp. 1008-1090.

· 59 Ibid.,

68th Cong., 1st Sess., LXV, Part 1, p.

BL~ ; Par t 1 o ., p • 92L~ 9 •

58

~-

policy was simply one designed to help the farmer o.s much
as was possible.

He unsucce~sfully attempted to g2'-in for

the .far·I,1er the. some ta1•iff protection 2.s· was enjoyed by
the manufacturer.

Healizing th2.t the tariff alone ·would
'

not save the farmor, Ludd worked to protect the agricultural industJ~Y from both the po1:rnr of the agricultural interests at""ld the deviltries of nature.

vn1ile he did much

to expand agricultural c:-eedi t facilities and promote cooperative marketing, he was not the leader in these areas.
Ladd 1 s major accom.plisblnonts in agricultural legislation
lie in his efforts to increase the effectiveness of agricultural research.

CHAPTER IV
SIX NNI1IONAL ISSUES

As an experimente1, and educator, Edwin F. Ladd ho.d
not been noted fo1..., a cornp1')omising attitude.

In fact., the

first yearbook of North D81rnta Agricultural College carried
under his picture the slogan,

11

I won't budge an inch! 111

Years later the chemist 1 s policy on national issues continued to reflect this reluctance to

11

budge. 11

More Pu:i."·e-Food
As ·was noted above., Ladd had been arr..ong the national leaders in the pure-food crusades of the early twentieth century.

His ·work in this area did not end with his

election to the Senate.

Though his accomplismnents in·

pure-food legislation during his ~ort Senate term were
not as spectacular as his earlier career had been., he definitely sustained his interest in the topic.
Perhaps the most notable item of pur·e-food legislation passed by the Sixty-seventh Congress was the Filled
l·'.i:ilk Bill.

The ·bill attmnpted to end the sale of filled

milk (milk in which the butterfat had been replaced with
1

P. Olaf Sigarseth, 11 Pure Food Legislation of
1906n (1.mpublished M.A. thesis., University of Horth DaJcota, 1936), p. 29.

'J

vegetable oils) which was labeled as whole milk.(_

'I1his

bit of legislation received a great deal of publicity because it ·was closely linked.with a poli ticnl_ battle.

In F'ebi,..uary, 1923, President ~:Jarron G. Ifa:rdin 6 was encouraging the passaGe of the Ship Subsidy Bill.

As in mcmy other

cases in the Sixty-seventh Congress, Ha1~ding was unsuccessful in his attempt to gain passage for the ship subsidy.
On Februa1,..y 28, largely due the effor~ts of the Parm Bloc,
the ship subsidy was laid aside to rn.alrn room for the filled
...,

milk legislation on the Senate calendar.~
In an impassioned speech, Ladd had attempted to

LL

call up the Filled Milk Bill on Feb1-.uary 19. ·

While he

failed, his argum.ents indicated that Ladd had retained
his concern for pure-food legislation.
Ladd entrraerated three rea$ons for his concern
that the bill be passed.

First, he cited the widespread

use of filled milk in baby bottles. · The millc, almost invariably sold as evaporated milk, was not providines adequate food value for babies.

While he a.drni tted that the

product was not especially harmfu 1 to adults, the Senato1,..
noted that the very nature of the primary consurne1.. ·was

2

con~rcssional Record,
LXIV, Part I~, p. 39Ii.9.

67th Cong., 3rd Sesn.,

3Graper, pp. 809-820.

4coR1:ressional Record, 67th Cong., Jrd Sess.,
LXIV, Part ~' p.

3949.

cause for demanding an adequate product.5

Secondly, Ladd

contended that the constuner had a right to lcnow 1-.rhat he
was buying.

He cited several cases of mislabeling of milk,

especially in New York City, as evidence that the buyer.
·was being cheated.

6

Finnlly, Ladd argued for the protec-

tion of the ..i\j_nericnn dairy industry.
the inferior pr•oduct

H8.S

He contended that

displacing tho production of 40,000

cows and would soon do ir•repa1.,.ablo dronage to the indust1'ly .·7
This las:t proposition was seriously challenged by oth01-\
Senators.

'l1hey maintained that the superiol" product, if

really super·ior, should have been able to compete fo.vo1'la- ·
bly.

8
Ladd ts argu.rnents did not cause the passage of the

anti-filled milk legislation.

The bill would have passed

the Senate with little debate eventually.

The significance

of Laddts speech lay in two points of his argument.

Ladd

included in his address several letters and telegrnms from
individuals and organizations in many areas of the country.
I

':Phese communications urged him to work for the passage of
the bill a.i."l.d praised his previous endeavors, thus indicating Ladd's reputation as a Senatorial advocate of pure-

5-b·d
l.2:_.' pp. 3950-3951.
6 1~ . d
~ . , pp. 3951-3952.

7Ibid.
8 Tb" d
.:::...L•

food legislation. 9

Also, Ladd illu.i.i1inatod his pu1~e-food

philosphy in his second a1'"'gum.ent; by openly repudiating
the dictum, cavoo.t em:otor.

l\;o of Ladd 1 s other efforts for puro-food legislation also dealt ,,J"ith the p1')otection of the consmo.er from
misbranded

a1.. ticl0s.

In Senate bill 35'21, he initiated

an attempt to prohibit the ti')2.nsportation and sale of mislabeled field seeds. 10

He followed the seed measure with

Senate bill 3517, a general measure prohibiting the manufacture, sale, or• tl'"'ansportation of
a1'"'tic 1 es

~

0.1.,

11

imi tated or misbranded

commerce. 1111

From the limited congressional debate on purefood legislation, it is difficult to assign Ladd's role
in the pure-food legislation of the pe1.. iod.

VJJ.1.ile his

communications on the filled milk measure give some indication of his influence, perhaps tl'?,o best indicator•s ·were
•

J..

his c om.'ili t tee ass1grunen1.Js.

All pure-food measures before

the Senate were assigned to either the Comr11e1.. ce Committee

or the Cormnittee on Agriculture nnd Forestry.

Ladd held

2
.
memb ers h ips
on b o t~11 cornr,u· '-' t·ees. 1
.1-

In the second of Ladd's national issues, he addressed

10

Ibid., 67th Cong., 2nd Sess .. , LXII, Pa1'"'t 6,

11

Ibid., 68th Cong., 2nd Sess., LXVI, Pa1.. t 1 ,

12

Ibid., 68th Cong., 1st Sess., LXV, Part 1, p.

p. 6041 ..
p. 20.

156.
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himself to the old issue of railroad rates.

This time,

ho·wever, he attomptod to remove the railroD.d as a ml'..jor
factor in the cost of mo..r·keting North Da1;:ota wheat.

0 ver a luncheon table in a Chic::1.go club bro mo.nuf o.c-

ture1')s were compa1•ing notes. One man 1,rc.s from central
Ohio, the other f1")om western Wisconsin.
r.rb.e foi-•mer
was explaining that goods from his Ohio factory destined for California or Oregon were shipped to the
Pacific Ccc. st by ·way o.f Philo.delphia or Bal ti::w:ee.
11
That 1 s nothing, 11 said the Wisconsin man.
::I'm lots
near el" to the Pacific Coast than you are. But the
other day when I ·wanted to go make a car lot shipment
to Portland, Oregon, I found that the cheapest "'day
to do it was not by railroad direct but by rail to
Baltimore and to Portland by ship t~rough the Panaraa
Canal. 11 1 3
In the preceding anecedote, Gregory Maso:a aptly .
portrayed the tre.nsportation situation of the ll.rner•icM interior in the 1920 1 s.

It was cheaper· to ship canned goods

from the state of Washington to Hew York City by vrc.ter than·

t-.ne srone gooas rrom
n
I owa t o.
t·o s:np
l •
1

.

:,

Q regon

b· y 1 eno..
~ 1LL· ·

11he central United States suffered from high shipping
rates when Edwin F. Ladd won his Senate seat., and the North
DBlwta farmGrs ·we1"e no exception to the rule.
One of Ladd's platform proposals in 1920 wc.s to
deer.ease the transportation problem by linking the St.
Lawrence Riv'er to the Great La..l{os.

15

But to credit Ladd

1

Sea,

11

3Gregory :Mas on, 11 I:1oving the Corn Belt to the
Worldts Wox•k, LV (Januax·y, 1928), 308.
1

4Ibid.,. p. 3C9.

1 51-rew York Times, November 28, 1920.
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with the idea would be abEmrd.

The dr08li1of extending the

coast of 1fo1')th Arnerica into the interior was as old as the
sea1')ch for the Northwost Passage.
idea had become more than a drea..vn.·

In fact, by 1920, the
In the sm11."ile1-i of that

year, the United StG.tes a..""ld Canada Joint Waterways Cor:1.r.1is:i.on held heui.,ings in Grand Porks on tho subject of a

S~

i..,.

Lai,.;rence ~eaway.
~
16
\,rnile the pr•oject had a g1·eat nmnber of SUVi)Orters

in North Dakota and th1-iouf~out the Midwest in 1920, 1 7
thero were two areas ~tl1ich opposed the project.
New York,

cormnerce •
tion.19

YI8.S

18

One,

opposed because the state feared a loss of
This was reinforced in 1920 by Canadian opposi-

Despit0 t.i..i.e strength of the opposing forces, sup-

porters of the project seemed quite confident.

The Coun-

cil of Eighteen States of the Great Lsl{es-St. Lawrence
Tidewate~. Association, meeting in Chicago in 1922, pledged
~o the public that e;roundbr·eaking ceremonies would be held
for the project in 1923.

20

Thl"loughout the 1920 1 s, the New York 2..nd Canadiru1
opponents seemed to alternate in building strength to delay the project.

In the early years of the decade, the

16 Grand Forks Herald, May 19, 1920.
1 7Ibid.
1811 Will the Atlnntic be Hoved to the Mississippi
Valley?n ~fo1-.ld's vfork, XIVL (August, 1922), 356.

19lli.£.
20 Billin~s County Pioneer, February 16, 1922.

Canadian opposition kept the project from materializing ..
The objections voiced in the Wiff1ipeg hearings of the

Joint Cornr.1ission in '1920 were first., that the cormnercial
gains would not justify the expenditure needed; and second,
that the Ca'rladien government was not then in a fins.11.cial
position to pay its share of the cost of the

}Jl,,O

j GC t,.

21

Two years later, the port cities of rfontroal and fluebec
' opposi. t.ion .,co again
. d e 1 ay i
. t. 22
h a d b ui· 1.t..v enougn

By 1923,

Nm·.r York had departed fr~om her· weak, obviously destructive

a1,,gum0nts against the proposal a11.d had offe:eed two substitute .solutions, both of which involved the building of a
canal be two en Lake Ontario nnd the H\1dson Hi ver..

rrhe dii'-

fe1. . ence between the t1.-ro proposals was simply that one pro-

· vided for the use of the Canadian-built Welland Canal, while
the other, the

11

All-/-unerican 11 route, called for the ·construc-

tion of' a new c2nal to be built around Niagara Falls· thr•ough
2?
Americsn territory .. ~
Ladd 1 s fi1. . st recorded mention of the Seaway in
the Senate crone in 1921 when he presented a concur·rent
resolution of the North Dakota State Legislature.

The

resolution praised the ef.f'orts of the 1ridewater Association
and urlged the United States to participate .in the project

21

Gi-•o..nd .t1'orks He:.:_:-,ald., May 16., 1920.

The objection
to the cost l"ested on the fact that Canada was at that
time e1,1.larging the Welland Canal.
2211 Will the Atlentic be Moved to the Mfssissippi
Valley?n p. 356.

23Mason, pp. 315-316.
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'l
'for•
the economic freedom of a landlocked continent .. ·1211
' ~.-

Ladd did not refer· to the p:r·oject again until his final

yenr• in office.
Ladd attacked the problem again on Februal'"'Y 1 J.i-,

1925..

In beginning his add1')ess, he ci tod the plight of

the North Dakota fr~rmor·--that of

11

competinc; with other wheat

raising countPies upon the lon[;est rail haul in the world. 11
He maintained that the

11

long hauln was taking too much of

the farmer's rightful retur~ for labor.

He bemoaned the

possibility that, if the condition persisted, North Dokota
might be required to relinquish its position as P.merica's
second greatest wheat-producing state. 25
·
Next, Ladd shifted h.is argument fr•om tra.nspo1')tation
facilities to fertilizer production.

He declared that the

fertility of the North Dakota soil could be assured only
through the use of' cheap fertilizer.

He envisioned the

growth of a g1~e8.t fer-tilizer industry in the tidewater
urea, chiefly utilizh1g native phosphate rock and cheap
potash from Germany.

26

r:i:o finaJ1ce the pr•oject, Ladd proposed the granting

of a long-term lease to pl''i vate poHer companies, giving
them rights to a da.i.i1. si. te noar Cornwall, New Yor·k.

24 Congressional
.

To

Record, 67th Cong., 1st Sess.,
LXI , Part 1 , p • 1 83 •
2
5Ibid., 68th Cong., 2nd Sess., LXVI, Part Li.,
p. 3726. - -

-

26Ibid., p. 3727.
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this proposal he added the stipulation that the power compai."'1.ies be I'eq_uil.. ed to construct plants fol" the p:."oduction
of fortilizers. 27
T1-rn weeks later, the Sen8.tor rose again to corrr:10nt

on the project.

Pirst, he introduced the following runond-

ment to the River and Harbor Bill:
Providing s,s.id Board of Engineei·S shall. mal:e use, so
fo.r as applicable, of existing data and shs.11 r,w.lrn
its report on or before Novembe1,. 1.~, 192S. 2fJ

Senator Ladd was losing his patience_.

In a ·well-

docuinentod speech, he charged that while the President and
the people of the West expressedly favored the proposal,
their efforts had been

11

strenuously opposed by a powe1"ful

g1".oup in tho East made up of railroad interests and the

big.financial interests of New York.u

He claimed that the

New York proposals ·were concocted siri1ply

11

for tho purpose

of delaying or.preventing the construction of the St.
Lawrence ship channel project. 112 9
In pi-•osen ting 8..L"'1.d docU111enting his vie\-JS, Ladd care•

I

i'ully wove a net of evidence with ·which to discredit the
New York proposals.

He cited statements fiom various en-

gineers that the New York route would not be a good one
2

The cost ~stimated fol" such a project
Val"i ed from approximo.tely :?2.50, 000, 000 to i))1 00, 000, 000,
depending upon the depth of the channel.
7Ibid.

28 L_b~d., p t c
ar :;.;, p .. 'l-~ 988 •
29 Ibid.
.1..

')o

fo1~ ocean-going ships..:>

ru1.d l''einfor·ced the srune conten-

tion by citing reports fr•om New York officials who had
studied the subject.3

1

Fi~rther, ho used evidonce fror.1

Governor Alfred Smith's speeches to indicate that the
state of New York was in fact attempting to nunload the
white elephanttt New York barge canal on the Arnericru.'l pub-

. 32
1 J.C
•
In an attempt to convince Wes te1~n and Northwestern
Senators to band together to hurry the construction of
. the seaway _project, Ladd presented data on the pr•ojected
effect the reduced freight rates would have on North
Dalrnta.

The data, as supplied by No1. . th De.kota Agricul-

tural College Pr•ofessor Alva H. Benton, estimated that
1

the total saving for North Dakota far111~rs would be if511 .,501 .,000
in a five-year period.33
Apparently Ladd I s argument was not sufficiently
convincing to still the opposition.

rrhe conflict between

the Western advocates
and the Eastern opponents continued,34
I
as did the .Canadian opposition.35

It remained for Ladd•s

JOibid., pp. L~988, Li.991.
31 ___L
Ib·d .. ' p. 4988.
32 Ibid., p .. ~-991)-•
33Ibid., p. L~990.

3~-r-1as on, pp. 316-317.
3.5Bernard Keble S~1dwell, nst. Lawrence Car1al:
.P1.i.vnerica 1 s Demands,tt Current History, XXVIII (August,
1928), 751 -756. S&Y).dwell related C2nada' s 1"loasons for
not wanting to negotiate new ti~eaties for ·wateFvrny cooperation.
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mid-centur•y successors to complete the project linking
the Midwest with the world.
Ladd an.d Muscle. Shoals
Ladd requested the establishment of a fertilizer
pla..i."'lt in his plen for the completion of the St. LmJT·ence
Seaway..

This request was the result of the fail't.n"'\e of

his previous attempt to establish fertilizer facilities
at the propo.sed Muscle Shoa.ls project.

The Muscle Shoals project grew out of the supply
pr•oblem resulting from Wor·ld War I.

During the ·war, the

United States fotmd that activities of Eur•opeon belligerents could seriously. retard the importation of strategic matei-lials..

One of the i terns for ·which the United

States was dependent on imports was Chilean ni t1'lates.
Since nitrates were essential in the production of explosives, governrnent officials began seaJ.'lching for a domestic source of fixed nitrogen ..
Ladd, however, was more interested ~n finding
a domestic source of fixed nitrogen for fertilizer manufacture.

In this line, too, there was a great need for

domestic nitrB.tes ..

While farmers had a great need for

fertilizers, the Chiloan export duties and the enormous
handling costs combined to form. a formidable price barrier which retarded the use of fertilizers.36

36 cong1 essional Record, 67th Cong .. , 2nd Sess.,
LXII, Pa1'lt 1 C, 10095.
1
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After 'iforld \Jar I, the United States had attcrilpted

to alleviate the situation by constructing tuo nitrnte
plm.1.ts on the 'I1enness ee River 8.t Huscle Shoals.

however~, did not meet America I s needs.

Tho plsnts,

Part of the pr·o-

blem. lay in the manufo.cturing process which ·was then in
The Haber process was neither safe nor officient.37

use.

In 1922, Henry Ford offered the United States government a solution.

In his offer, the automobile mag-

nate proposed to establish a private corporation for
the development of the Husclo Shoals dams ai."1.d nitrate

plants.

In exchange for a one hund1·ed-yea1'"' lease on the

goverlnrnent pro1J erty, Ford o.gr o ed to pay

into a

II

~$46, 000

per• year

sinldng fundn to amortize the government invest,,

J~

. ment and it)5.?,000 per year for- maintenance and repairs on

the government facility.
\·TaS

Also included in the Ford offer

an agreement to produce nitrates in the No. 1 plant

and mainto.in the No. 2 plant for reactivation on a five-

day notice in the event or war.

Ford also agreed to

submit to a board 1")egulation of his fertilizer prices. 3S

The For•d proposal passed the House easily but was
blocked in the Senate.

The Senate Co1~~ittee on Agricul-

ture &."1.d J?oresti-•y gave an unfavorable 1')eport on the

37Ibid .. , 67th Con$., _3rd Sess., _LXIV, Po.r•t 3,
pp. 3247-3251 ..
38 The nlrm
·
·
.
is referred to on sever·a1 occasions
in
1
the Cong1')esslono.1 Record. F or the most complete accm.mt
see neport 831, Part TI, Seno.te Reports, 67th Cong .. ,
2nd Sess., Vol. 2, pp. 3-3~
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')9
bill.~

In its place, Senator George W.. Norris, chair-

man .of the corrr:_11i tteo, adv.s.nced a substitute plr::.n..

Wo1.. -

r·is proposed that a gover nn1ent corporation be cons ti tu1

ted to car,ry the 1'-Iuscle Shoals development to com~)letion.
His plan called for a corporation, using goverm:icnt funds
and 1.mder the control of three government di1.. ectors; to
produce nitrates for the manufactu1'le of explosives ..
r11here was no stipulation concerning the manufacture of

fertilizers. L1.o
In the Agriculture Cow~1ittee 1 s majority report,
Horris expressed several objections to the

F101 1 d

offw·.

H~w8rned that the acceptance of the Pord offoi-. would

mean defeo.t in utho fight for tho preservation of the
11.2.tural resources of the country .. 11

He further cn.utionod

against the establishing of a precedent tho.t would ntake
from the control of the people the greatest resources
that have ever boen given to man by an all-wise Croator. 11
Norris denied that Ford had guaranteed to reduce fertilizer costs or to produce electricity fo1'l public consm,1ption..

He cha1.. ged that the accepta11.ce or the Ford pro-

posal would be a gif't from the American people to Honry
Fo1~d.

He c;t tod the value of the property end low inte1~est

rate· involved as evidence that Ford was attempting to
39George :tfo1~ris, nsenate Cormni ttee Report Opposing
Ford Offer.,~, Cong:r~es sional Digest, II (October., 1922),
10.
4°Report 831, Part II., Senate Reports., 67th Cong • .,
2nd Sess • ., Vol. 2., pp. 8-9.
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Other opposition to tho automobile manufactv.r·er ts
p:coposo..l emulated frora the press and fro:m other membe1. . . s
of the Senate.

Senator Williarn B. McKinley of Illinois

charged that Ford, with his lengthy lease, would create
ua nevr Detroit 11 at :Muscle Shoals.

Further, he charged

that the gove1,,nment would have no control over Fordt s
power• rates. Li..2

The New York Herald, too, attacked the

proposnl., ter·ming it

11

a crazy business. 11

In citing state-

ments by Sec1")etary of War Jobn Weeks, the paper discounted Ford's offer to produce fortilizer•s. Li.3

The St .. Louis

Times also echoed the view that the proposal ·was

II

a good

business p1")oposi tion for 1"1r. Pord 11 and· repudiated the
notion that Pord 1 s willingness and ability to finance
11

the project gave

a patriotic aspect to his attitude. 11 L14·

The Ford offer also had a small following in-the
press and the Senate.

Kansas Senator .Arthur Capper de-

fended the lease period as normal ru1d lauded Ford's plo.n

· LL5

to carry out research on a co1Tunercial scale.·

~ne

Philadelphia Public Ledger praised the offer of cheap

41 Norris,

p. 10.

L~ 211 Senato:r-s Discuss Fo1')d Offer, ri Cong1'}essional
Digest, II\October, 1922), 14.
43 11 Edi tori al Views on the Ford Offer ".. il Conc-x•essionq
al Digest, II\October, 1922), 22.
)_!4Ibid.

45 11 Senators

Discuss Ford O:ffer,

11

p. 1~.•
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fer·tilizer-s- as

II

a mighty 0ncourager,1ent to the man botween

the plow handles II Bnd blmned the fex·tilizer manufactur01')s
for the opposition to the measure. 46
Ladd was perhaps the leG.ding p::cioponent or tho
Ford proposal.

He presented the Agriculture Co~nittee 1 s

minority report favoring the measure,

L, 7
r

and he continued

his advocacy of the offer, even a.fter Ford had withdrm,m

. t • L~8

l

~add's first point in favoring the proposal was
his lack of confidence in the government's ability to
develop the project successfully.

He felt that the need-

1'
.
t'e en t erpr1s0.
.
h9
e d researcD
cou ld b es t b e d one b y pr1va
·

The Senator• believed that the finest personnel available
should be employed.

He contended that a private concern

which was not faced with Civil Service wage ceilings
could better obtain the needed resear•cher·s. 50

vlb.ile

Norris proposed a ~~2,000,000 appropriation for imp1')oving

46 uEdito1')ial

Views on the Ford Offer, 11 p. 22.

47Edwin F1. Ladd, 0 Senate Co:m.mittee Report Fe.voring
the Ford Off'er, 11 Congressional Digest, II (October, 1922),
11 •
L~SEdwin P. Ladd, i 1\ D.].y I AJ.1 for Henry Pord' s Offer
for Muscle Shoe.ls, ii Saturday Evening Post, November 29,
1924, pp. JOff.
1

L~9 Ed:win F. Ladd, nv,foat do we Radicals Want'?n as
told to Theodore H. Knapp on (clipping), December 9, 1922, ·
no magazine title, Ladd Collection. Ladd said he favored
Ford's pr•oposal because 11 both the old paP.ties 'T,1ere too
rotten to entrust such a govermnent job to. 11

50 Report

831, Part II, Senc"te Renorts, 67th Cong.,
2nd Sess., Vol. 2, p. 3.

tho Haber process, Ladd
·waste of timo ru1.d :noney

s cou11tecL

51

Ladd refuted sevor~l of the ch~=
o.l
at Huscle Shoals as a gift to l: ord, Ladd chare;ed the.t
1

the mnto~ial was leased
~2

p:eopcrty and could

Horeover;; he t01·r:1ed the :cesale vo.lue of'

not be sold ::>

the matei-·ia.l ·i1practico.lly nil

11

Jolu1 \,/ e oks,

le No::..'"'ris

;?;ocl o. lo.ck of o;ovorn:c:1ent control over

o.nd o the:2 s had

the project, Ladd denied the charge

Ee stated tho.t

f e::etili ze1... prices wor· e to be contr·olJ. ed. by

o_

boo.1... cl m1.d

thc..t tho sale of pubLi_c power·, should Po1. . d enter tho
f iold, would be subj cc t to tho s 0111e conu:eols as wc:"o

other public utilities

53

In further defence of the pro-

posal, Ladd pointed to the concessions given the dye

indus tr,y during and s.ftcr :;forld 1°fo.r I ..
he askec.
2..:i.1d pro:tl;?tl·y :r·os.'..)ODdeC:. to
1·-!~1.ile i:n the case of the ~·: 01:·d..
failed to aJJ,Enrnr the appeals oi"
1

-:1 ~ ,"' 1

..,

\..A.

c:;

i
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o,....,
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::is has heai. . d
c~· ·0ig business,
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~- :.;i:c:r.c;:c-e s s has
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fol-.

.'.)L~

praised the Ford offer1 c

tho.t, while

it did not present all of the answersj it was a better
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61

c:5

pr·oposal than others which had beon ofi'c:ced :,;

He s~)eCll-

lo.ted that the ;rroo.ds of by-product prod:u.ction 11 on ·which
Hr" Ford ts research prograra 1rnuld lead him might open now
'
t:;6
chemical frontiers ""
Finally., Le~dd expr·os.sed the feeling

that the development.of Muscle Shoals might, throu 6h inc1-.easing .America's dete1')rent fire power, prevent a wo.r.57

Ladd' s clocision to omb1-.2.ce the Po1-.d offer illustrated his courage to stand for his beliefs.

His study

of the situation had convinced him that sovernmont devel-

opment ·was not the answer.

While his Nonpartisan League

background had instilled in him a reverence for the doctrine of government 01in1.ership, he felt that rapid, efficient

development was the solution to the fertilizer problem.
He maintained his ax·glunents though his star1.d was not popular either ·with the stat8 press

58 · or

with his associates

in the state ...nartv~59
d
In 1924 Henry Ford withdrew his offer as a result
of the l"'ebukcs of popular opinion 8nd the lack of coopera-

55Tb
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11

~:.111.y I ...run f'o1-- Henry Por d 1 s Off er for r··L~scle

57~1:fd..
w:i.. ·en

Ladd 1·eferred to m'1 article which claimed
Japan was inevitable

June 27, 1 922., rz11.e
no :mention
from T/J D.. Skeels of Senator Lyrn1. ;J
?razior s office to John H .. :aagen, December 19;; 1921-:-)
Hagen l1 s.per·s ..
1

62
tion from govorn.ment officic~ls
of the St. Lawrence S0a1rn.y
culmination of the project.

60

Ago.in 2.s in the c.s.so

Ladd did not live to see the

61

Teo..')ot Dome
Senn:'cor Ladd had been assigned to the conLi1i ttee
on Public Lands E'-nd Surveys in ·1 921 •

Tb.e main work of the

cornmi ttee was conce1")ned ·with th_e Northern Pacific Railroad
land grants, transfers of national park lGnds, bridge construction, and surveys of Indiru1 reservations

h711ile an

occasional issue· drew some publj_c attention, tho com:mi ttee
assignment would not seem to the wr·iter• a likely l')lace
to gain publicity.
The event which gave a great ar11ount of publicity

to

the committee was Robert M. LaFollette 1 s resolution of

April 28, 1922.

Tb.e docu.rnent instructed the Public Lands

and Surveys Conm1ittee to investigate the

11

entire subject

of leas es upon naval oil r.. eserves n and it.co re})ort its find.
' .
'
.1..1
0
1162
ings
an d re corr.rm.enc1a:-c1.ons
-co
LJ 1e 0enate
<il

It was this

I·esolution which linked Edwin F. Ladd to one of the most
explosive govermnents.l sc[mdals in history--the 11eapot

60 Ladd,

1
c_e
l,.,.)noa l s,
C!'

ll

11

\o'.Jhy I Am for· Henry Fo1")d' s Off el,. for Hus p .. JO ..

°/ 1 Frank

Px•eidel, America in the Tr.rentieth Con.tury
(N EfrJ :!01")k: Alfred A Knopf, ·1 9b0 J, pp.. 32L.f.-32~'he gov~rnmcnt development was instituted UJ.1.der the Tennessee Valley
Authority in 1933 ..
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67th Cong .. , 2nd Soss.,

Dome Scandal.
Pr>ior to its 2.cljou::.,,n.:nont in 1 92)~, the
succeeded in uncov01'"'ing a scandal which soiled the Harding

Administration c.s no achl1inistro.tion sinco G-:22.nt' s ho.d been
soiled.

The inqui:ey, led by Domocratic Sonator 'l'homns

J. Wnlsh of Viont[lna, discovo:eod thut t·wo c~1binot
had been involved in a conspiracy to plnco the Naval

ser•ve Oil lands in the hands of private interests.

-.,HO-

rl1he

fil--st step in tho process was on executive orde1'"' on Hay 31,
1921, tr·ansferrins the adrniniotro.tion of the reserves from
the No.vy Depo.rtment to the Department of the Intor·iw·,
the transfer gave control of those lands to the nnti-conservationist Secr·etary of' the Interior, Alb0rt B,. ::?all ..
Fall and Edwo.rd Demby, Secr et2.ry of the F:avy, then lco.sed
1

the grco.tor portion of ce1"t2.in rese:i.'"·ve lands to ~~cl .. -rc-.:::-·d L.
Doheny J who

W8.S

acting for the Sinclair Oil Comp CL.DY ..

Harr·y Sinclair, the owner of the company J> recei vod sr)ecial
consideration in the bidding ..

It was this disclosure,

coupled ·with the discovery that Pall had received a :./l 00, 000
i'loan 11 fr•om the oil interests, 1,rhich caused so much ombar.,

•

-,

~

•

I

•

rassment to the Republican Ao.m1n1st1"ataon ..

6 ')

.J

The hero of the investigations, or in some reports
~~1e villo.in., wr,s Thomas

j-.

Walsh..

\,Jhen LaFollette f:i.l'"'st

introduced hi.s Pesolution, he requested \:/alsh to take charge
of the pr·osecution..

6

rrhe ?fonto.nax:i.' s background in cons ti-

3i:I:homs.s J \falsh, n\,n1.at the Oil Inq_uil·y Developed,
Outlook, May 21 , 1 92L~, pp.. 96-98.

11

6L~
tutional law prompted the I'eq_ucst..

~frlilo Vfo.lsh uo.s .:J.t

that time holding moPe co11t",1ittee assignments than any other
Senator., he consented to taJce the lead n at LaF'ollette ts
insistence. ubLt.
ized as being

In the investigation, l'lalsh was char·acter11

not very impr•essive looking'' but havin 6 a

quiet assuronce and an excellent command of his subject.
It was; undoubtedly his

11

determination end drive 116 5 which

sustained the investigations.
Edwin Ladd's. part in the work of the committee has
seldom received more than a small mention, but the ·writer
feels that he was a significant factor in the investigations.
Ladd 1 s pr'esence on the cormni ttee was one of the reasons
·why LaFollette framed his resolution so that the Public
Lm~ds CoT11L~ittee had charge of the investiGation ..

T'ne

Wisconsin Senator felt that the committee membership would
ensure a thorough probe of the situation.,

Though LaFollette

recognized that Chairman Reed Smoot ro1d Wisro nsin' s Irvin
Lenroot would be hostile, he felt'that Ladd, together with
Republicans George Norris and Peter· Norbeck, and Democrats
Halsh and John B .. Kendrick would favor a thorough inves-

~,.
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In the first months of the investigation, Ualsh
was a

11

lonely prosecutor

ll

As LaPollette had p1-.0dicted,

Smoot m1.d Lenroot were n if not hos tile, absolutely unprepared to investigate. 116 7

The Bepublican majority ·was at

best apathetic, and with the exception of the encouragement
of George Norris, the best help Walsh could get was a
nnot unfriendly 11 attitude from Ladd and Nor•beck.

68

Later,

however, the r•ecord showed Ladd to be voting with Walsh
on several questions in which the Republic[m lenders vrere
tl:1e 1.nves-c::i..g.s't·c1.on
•
69
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In }'larch, 1 Y24, Ladd i:rns appointed chaix·man of the
cormnittee and he presided over its deliberations for the
ensuing months.

During Ladd I s chai1~r.1211ship the main con-

cern of the connnittee .was the establishing of

11

elationships

bet·ween the oil interests snd the Republican nominating
convention of 1920.

Ladd sat

11

looking like a wise elderly

college president, with his little blond goatee now turning gray 11 7° and directed the p::eoceedings as former train
robber

Jennings testified that oil mon Jru~e Hmnon had

told him

11

that Harding would be nominated • • • ,and it

6

7 Burl Noggle, Teapot Dome: Oil a.Del Poli tics in
the 1920 vs (Baton Rouge:
Louisiana State Uni ve1.. si ty Press.,
1 962) , p. 66.
68 , .
I

~

OJ_ 0..

6 9congressional Record, 68th Cong, 1st S0ss.,
Par·t 2, pp. f6S9-"l 5\)C)
Also Ioid,,, Part 3, p .. 2.:2:1-5
On
PebFuar·y 21 , 192L!-, Ladd was or.teOf only ton ,.\epu·o1ic:.:~ns
to vote for a motion asking Navy Secretn.r·y Demby to ::·esigr1
?OBli ven,

11

Whooler' s Way and Walsh I s, 11 p .. 150.
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ho.d cost him a million dollo.rs

n

71

1'hough the cho.r•ge was

denied by Republican National Chairman Uill H

Eays, the

conwittee spent some time questioning witnesses before
the issue was disca-. cled .. 7

2

Another ·witness on the question

of political affiliations with the oil interests in 1920
was Harry Sinclair..

Hhen Sinclair refused to 9ns1rrnl" ten

of the c0I11J'.l1ittoe's questions., Ladd brought him to court ..
Sinclair had the distincti onof receiving the first contempt-of-the-Senate conviction in thirty years

73

When the committee began to question geologists
aeain in Ap1·il, .192~., public interest d1"oppedo

On Ho.y

2, 192L+, Fr·ances E. Wa:eren, chairman of the Cormnittec on
Appropriations, reported to the Senate that the cost of
the investigation11.sid·risen to :/332,GOB,.

At \'lalsl1 1 s sugges-

tion, Ladd adjourned the committee, subject to his call,
on May

14 . ?L~
At the risk of over emphasis of Ladd ts x·ole, the

1.·n·i ter feels compelled to point to sever al 1')ertinont points
concerning Ladd's chairmana1.ip ..

First, the concern of the

corr.i.rni ttee in 2~ttem.pting to establish connections betHeen

the oil swindle 2J.1.d the Republican National Convention
loft Ladd open to cri ticisrri and.intimidation..

,fnile evidence

1

is fragmentary on t~is point, it appears that Ladd's and
71Noggle, Teapot Dome, p. 142-143.

72---2:.....•
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73 Ibid .. , p .. 145.
?Li-llli., p .. 144.
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the cormni tteo I s treatment by party leaders was less than
coopex·8.tive. 75

Furfuer, it; ap})ear·s that Ladd did suffer

intimidation7 6 and even th1"eats on his life. 7 7
Ladd and tho B.snks

Edwin P. Ludd was a chemist, educator, researcher,
and lee;islator.

Ho 11·ms not an economist.

While his views

on the b2nking situation and his efforts to chsnge banking
policy did not meet with the appx•oval or economists, Ladd
spoke more often on the banking question thsn he did on·
most other issues ..
In 1921, Ladd sponrored two bills, both entitled
11

an honest money system ....

A bill to establish

rhey gave an indication of Ladd 1 s intense hatred and dis-

1

trust of the .Arnericm1 bf:mking system..

In both, he expressed

a concern that 0v-r.ne1. . ship of homes i·ms being discouraged
and that the money system was simply being used for the
benefit of the banlB rs. 78

In the first bill Ladd proposed

that·the banks should'be controlled by the postmasters ra7.5Bliven, nwheelel"'s "day and Walsh's,n p .. 150.
The co:mmi ttee was displaced from its r•oom nnd moved to a
less desirable location because some Senate ladies wanted

a tea party.

76I'lemor1
,.
. a 1 J.'.GCLre
, :i s s es, p.. 31
J

1

77 Clipping (uncl.?.ted) in Ladd collection, North
DeJwta Institute fo1')Hegional Studies, Fnr•go. '.rhe clipping mentioned an investigation. of threats on Ladd 1 s life
Tne origin of the threats was thought to be the VJest Coast.
7 8 congressional Record, 67th Cong., 1st Sess.,

Part .5, 4572 m1d Part 6, p. 6471.

6b
th01. . than by the bankers.
wo.s jeered by the press.

His

esentation of the bill

Edito1,..s asked him ifhe wMted

to question why br-idgcbuilder•s controlled the building
of bridges or why farmers controlled the fo.rms, or even

why Senators controlled the Senato.79
While Ladd departed fr•om his advocacy of postmaster-barudng latex· in his Senatorial career, he continued
to point to bankers us the villairts in the melodrruna of
f o.rm life in the 1920' s.

He deplored the lnck of farm c1')e-

di t, which he often referred to as

0

dPastic deflation n

One example of Ladd 1 s tactics in creating the pictur·e of
ba11.ker villainy was his citation of'the Hazzard Circular
of 1862, issued by a solicitor for the English Ba:nl;:e1· s
11

11

•

,

•

.nSSOCJ.a"CJ.On •

80

In a spee

before the Political Study

Club a.r··Washington in 192L~, Ladd carried his accusations
against the banke1. . s even farther, · charging that the bankers
were involved in a plot which, if. allowed to succeed,.
wou ld

II

,
•
J
• t o 1 ocr
l s t ep 1or cen-curies. n 81
cnaJ.n
cne wor ld in
1

,c,

'

•

Ladd had a tendency to carry his attacks on the
b211kers into a.lm.ost every issue on which he spoke.

One

ex.ample of thiswas his speech on the Veteran ts Con1pensation
Bill.

Speaking at Holyoke, Nassach"J.setts, in Jtme, 1922,

Ladd offered an amendm.ent to the vete1~an 1 s bonus, calling

79Ne-w York Tirr1es, September 12, 1921.

80 congressional Record, 67th Cong., 3rd Sess.,

LXIV, Part--1~0-,--p~.-9~0-9=2-.~~---81Ibid.

for the banks to be taxed to defray the expense of the soldior I s bonus..

82

Ladd asserted tho.t, while the itc:1erican

soldiers were s 2.crificing themselves in the wo.r·, the bankers had been accumulating profits ..

He bemoaned the fail-

Ul"e of' ·the United States Gove1"nmont to

0

ron.ch into the gold

laden coffers of these profiteers and compel them to divide,

8

in ru.1 eciuitable mnnner, their outrageous pr-ofits.n 3
If the bankers ··vrn:r•e villains in Ladd ts eyes, the
PedeI·al Reserve System Has the devil..

The Senato1l made

repeated roforence to tho System· ns a cons1Jiracy to monipulate finances for the benefit of the financial interests.
In his Holyoke address, Ladd attacked the Federal Reserve

as the cause of the unemploj-£aEmt problem in the United

States.

He blamed the unemployment figure of five million
"

largely on the

11

constric~ion of credits 11 brought about by

Federal Reserve policy ..

In turn, he blamed the unemploy-

ment as a cause of lunerica 1 s surpluses, estimating that
it had removed :$20 million ,per day from the purchasing power of the itmericsn economy.

further, ho claimed that.the

defls_tion which had caused a fu1"ther. spreo.d between United

States and foreign exchanges was part of the scheme to
hold up the value of European war securities.

Basically

Ladd could not understand, he said., ·why tho bonks under
the l'i'eder,al Reserve System should be allowed to make money
82

F1 argo Cur·rior-1imrrn,
·
i\1'

8 3Quoted in Ibid.

J une 2.
,..2 , 19 2 2.
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thl~ough

11

bookkeepine; tricks ..

n

He cited tho corn.pa1. . a ti vo

figur)es for 1911.J. and 1920 of both cash in vaults and debts
due to banks.

,,-Ihilo the forme1. . figure had dropped by one-

1

third, the latter had doubled ..

8}..t

·

In still another attack on the Federal Reser·ve,
Ladd in 1923 cited as evidence a repor·t from. the Nanufacturer' s Record which described a sinister meetin~ of the
Federal Resei-·ve Board and other finoncier•s in which the
group supposedly conspired to constrict the credit in the
United States ..

8

5

In ·the sam.e speech., Ladd s1.:r:.::~1111ed up his

assessment of the work of the Fedo1. . al Reserve:

11

For de-

feating the very purpose its sponsors proudly claimed for
8,.,
it, it cannot be matched.n °
Ladd ts continued distrust of the ba.i."'lks and the
Fede::eal Reserve System

probably partially resultant

i;.,ras

from his rural background and the experiences he and others
around him. had had with banks..

Also, the agricul tm)al de-

pression of the 1920's probably had a great effect on his
position.

The third factor in producing Ladd is militancy
1

towa1. . d bo.nking snd banke1')s may have been his political background.

Ho was clos0ly affiliated w·i th the Nonpar·tisan

Le ague, the ins tiga to1. . of Ar110rica ts only s t8. to-owned bnnk ..
Whateve1') the cause or combination of causes of Laddi s at-

8Lt-,
.
.
·101d .. , April 18., 1922.
8

5congression~l Record, 67th Cong., 3rd S0ss.,

LXIV, Part 10, p .. 9092 ..
86
ill.El., p. 9096.
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ti tude, ther>e is not ru.1.y doubt that he ·was sincer>e in his
belief that

11

there is not one big and important question

befor>e ou1") people today that is inseparable fpom the money
question.

.. 87
11

The Supreme Court
A conservative group of judges dominated the Supreme
Court in the early 1920 7 s, and Chief Justice William Howard
Taft used his influence \·Ji th President Warr•en G. Harding
to secure mox•e conse1,.,vative justices for the bench.

88

fi1e high court had especially angered p1-ioe;ressi ve forces

1

with two '5-to-4 decisions in ·which it declared 1) that the
Federal Child Labor Law was unconstitutional., a11.d 2) that
the labor u..n.ions we1")e sub j3 ct to anti-trust regulations
and were liable for drunages resulting from labor disputes.

89

.The result of these and other. decisions was _a movement in 1922 to amend the Constitution to limit the Cour•t 1 s
power• to nulllfy acts of Congress.

On J"une 14, 1922, Ho-

bert M. La.Follette o~ened his attack at the convention of
the .fu.11erican Federation of Labor in Cincinnati.

on

the

tt

His attack

judicial oligarchy 71 was well received, and the

Feder·ation later called on Congress to submit
to curb judicial power.90

&"1.

o.rnendment

The proposal also found a place

8 7Po.rgo Gourior-N eHs, April 1 8, 1 922.
88 nonald R. McCoy, CnlV?:J~ Coolidge: Fthe O,uiet.
President (New Yo1")k:

the Macmillan Co.,, 19b7)., p .. .,l

72.

89Belle c. and Fola LaFollette, p. 1055.
90

Ibid., pp.

1056-1057.

LaFollette's progra...u also

72
on the pr"ogram of the progressive conference in ~fash:Lngton
in December• of 1922. 9

1

Ladd ts position on the supreme Coux~t limitation
question appears to have been u combination qf radical o.nd
conservative elements ..

While the Senator felt o. need for

limitn.tion, he did not embrace the radical Pl:"Ogrrnn of LaFollette.

He did not see the neod for an amendment to rec-

tify the situation.

Ladd believed that the high court would

uphold a law which limited its povrers.

Speaking in Los

Angeles in 1923, he pr•oposed legislation declo.ring that
11

no act of Congr·ess should be declared unconstitutional

Dnless by a vote of eight members of the cou1,.,t, and no
act of any sovereign. State Legislature should be declared
unconstitutional b-y a vote of less than seven membors.n9

2

In defending his proposal, Ladd demonstrated his
conservative view.
was appr•oaching

11

He expressed concern that P.Jnerica·

tha.t point of public discontent aroused

by assumed abuses of usurped power.

11

He advocated action

of a less radical nature lest; the populn.r opinion

II

s·wing

·che pendulura. too far in the other di1.. ection. 11 93
Ladd 1 s conce1--n for~ the problem probably crune f'rom
included provision for Congress to override a review by
the Supreme C01..u·t.

9 1 nrrentative Plans for Poli tic2.l Prograrns in the
New Congress,

t5.

tr

Cong1'lessional Digest, III (November, 1923),

92 New York Times, May 23, 1923.

93~.
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seve1,.,al decisions in which the Sup1')eme CotU"t had obstructed far'm legislation.

In 1920 and 1921, tho farm

10211.

pro-

gram had experienced difficulty due to a long fight in the
court over the cons ti tutionali ty of the Farm Loan Act. 91-~
And in 1922, the court doclo.rod the first Grain :0'uture.s
Act unconstitutional, thus co.using

D..

delay in enforcement

and requiring Congressional revisions of the act (see Chapte1'l iii).
One conunon denominator of the six issues above
seems to be their connection Hith Laddts oft sung theme,
the fight against the inte1"'ests.

In each case, the Senator

fought what he felt were the predators of mro1.kind.

On

the pure-food question, he battled the manufacturers.
In his fight for the For·d proposal and in the Teapot Dome
affair, he engaged the forces of the fertilizer manufacturers and the oil interests.

s unsuccessful battle for

easy credit found him facing the financial concerns.
And in his attempt toi lir:1i t the power· of the judiciary, he
cornbo.tted the general conservatism of the interests as embodied in the Supreme Court.
A second conm1on denominator of five of the six issues seems to be their connection ·with Ladd 1 s agricultural
policy.

Ladd 1 s concer·n with the pure-food question was

partly a concern for the ·welfare of agricul tlu'le.

In ad-

vocating the Sem,ray and the Ford prioposal, he wor·lrnd for

91~~
-, l\J ew y ork Times,
October 1 5, 1921 •
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batter conditions for 2.gx·icul tural mar.,keting end pr·ocluction.
In his argmnonts for bc-nkins reform, he attempted to improve
agriculturG.l credit; and in his :9ropos2l to lir.1it the
Supr•er:rn Court, he tried to I'emove the judici2.l obstacles
to agricultural legislation.
Thirdly, all six of the issues are characterized
by Ladd's lack of success in promoting his stand.

The

only bright spot in his fight for pure-food legislation
was the filled milk measure.

While Ladd was a leader in

its advocacy, it would be injudicious to credit him with
its enactment.

After all, a declaration in f2.vor of the

measure seemed almost like a declaration for motherhood,
the Salk vaccine, or the five-cent cup of coffee.

Ladd

achieved~ ss satisfaction in his advocacies of the Ford
proposal, the St. Lawrence Seaway, the reform of the Feder.:.
al Reserve, and the limitationo:f'.judici2r,y powo1·.

·whon

the Muscle Shoals development was undertoJrnn under government auspices, fe1:1 recalled Ladd' s ai/)guxnen ts for earlier
I

development.

It is doubtful that .anyone pr·esont at the

St. Lawrence Seaway dedication could recall Ladd ts wo::ck.
rrhe monetary system h2..s, if anything, gone further· from

Ladcl.' s ideals.

No1/) has the Supx•eme Court been li~·1i ted in

its review powers.

Even on the Teapot Dome question,

Ladd did not live to see the completion of his investigations.

Ci-IAPTER V
LADD ON TEE FOREIGN SCENE

In his first venture into the field of foreisn
affairs, Ladd demonstrated that the World i,-Jar I isolationism of his state was not dead.

He must have sem110d to be

the isolationist p1. . otege of Asle J. Gr•onna in 1921 as he
introduced the following resolution (S. Res 116):
Resolved, that it is the sense of the Senate that no
declro"ation ofwa1" by Congress and no act of Hal,.. by
the executive branch [should be made] . . . . . . except
to suppress insurgence or repel invasion
•••
until the question at issue shall be submitted to the
voters of the United States.1
In discussing the resolution, Ladd showed a distrusttowar·d diplomatic lege1"demain and the people· who performed
it.

He felt that the question of war was one of ntranscen-

. dent importancer1 to the nation and that Congr·ess should
be accurately informed of' the views of the American people
before taking military action.
as a device to end the

11

He touted his resolution

spectacle of a few ir1. . 0sponsible

and unscrupulous diplomats conspiring behind closed doors
to r.ialrn pm,ms of peaceable people in 01..,del"' to gratify· their
1
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co1n.111ercial, material, and political a:a1bi tions "nThe scientist-legislntor 1 s foreign policy vieHS
remained, for the most part, in the isolationist vein.
Ladd was quite concerned that the United States not become
en.tangled in the sf fairs of other nations without good reo.son.

He especially feared thnt Americm1. comrnercio..l inter-

ests abroad might cause such entanglements.

Perhaps the

best expression of his attitude is found in a resolution
( Senate Concurrent Resolution 22 . ) which he submitted in
the last months of ·192~...

It directed the various gove::1n-

ment departments and boards to refrain from the following
actions, except by Congressional order:
( 1 ) Directly or~ indirectly engaging th0 Government
of the United States, or otherwise on its beh8.lf, to
supervisG the fulfillment of financial a.1°rangcrnents
between citizens of the United States and sove1°eiBn
Goverrunents of politic al subdivisions thereof,· whether
or not recognized de jui--·e or de facto by the United
States Government, or (2; In any manner vrhatsoever
giving official recognition to ony arrangement which
may coriw1it the Governrnent of the United States to any
form of military intervention in order to compel the
alleged obligations of' sovereign 01"1 subordinate o.uthori ty, or of any corporations or individuals, or to deal
with any such arrangement except to secure the settlement of claims of tho United States, 01"1 of United
States citizens through 01"1dinary channels of law J?rovided therefor in the resp~ctive foreign juridictions,
or through duly author ized and accepted agencies .3
1

Even in his foreign policy proposals, Ladd continued to
attn.ck the ·co1mnercial interests.
2

w 11 inr~s
·
DJ..
County Pioneer, Fr·ybur•g (North Dakota),
August 1 2 , 1 9 21 •

3 congressional Record, 68th Cong., 3rd Sess.,
LXVI, Part 1, p. 32. Ladd had some supporters spesking
in favor of this 1,..esolution. . The New Yor•k Times, February
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As previously sho-wn, L8.dd' s concern with dorn.estic

questions was mor·o than sufficient to occupy his attentions.
This factor, coupled with the Senator's relative lack of
preparation in foreign affairs, probably explains the in-

froquency of his foreign policy statomonts.

Thoro were,

however, three fo1·eign policy issues on uhich tho NoPth
Dakota solon expressed his opinions--nmnely., the f1mding
of the British war debt, the .recognition of tho Obregon
gove1-.nment in :Mexico, and the recognition of the Soviet
government in Russt a.
I111e British 1:fo_r Debt

1

In 1922,' the United. States and· G1·eat B1"i tain agreed

to negotiate a formula for the repayment of' World 'dc:u"' I
loans.

1

rhe five-man American Debt Commission., headed by

Secretary of the T1"easu1-.y Andrew Mellon, was assigned to
confer with a simila1-. group led by British Chancellor of
the Exchequer., Lord Bald·win.4

The final agreement of the

two comri1issions was ann01mced by President Warren G .. Harding in early Februru.,,y.

Harding felt satisfied with the

result of the negotiations and asked the Senate for early
rutification.5
26, 1925, mentioned seve1·al.. i\ll101'lg them wore Jolm Dowey,
0ne noted educator; Lewis B. Gennett, associate editor
of the Nation; and James Weldon Johnson, former ambassador
to Wicaragua.
4n.11he Cancellation Controversy, 11 Cong1"ession2.l
D~S est, II (December, 1 922)., 77.

5New York· Times, Februai-7 8, 1923.

~.d·\!Jin
.
Ex.o.c tly one we ck aft er the announcement, .i~

Ladd registered his protest.

~
.i. •

In his speech on February

14,

Ladd spoke at great length in disputing both the legality
of the docu..inont and the injnstice of' its terms.

In q,uestion-

ing the legality of the agreement, Ladd first cited the
law which had created the commission.

He charged that the

group had exceeded its authority both by extending the time
limit for repay.m.ent and by establishing an interest rate
6
·which fell f2.r below the minimwn set by Congress.
Ladd
denounced the commission for being duped by the arg1,unents
of Baldwin into accepting a low rate of interest and a long
r•epa~rment pe1,,iod.

'I1he Senato1~ claimed that the plan re-

presented a rate of interest which was unrealistic when
compared with the rate· of L1)4 per cent paid on United States
bonds.

As such, he said, it \i·rns

11

a subsidy to the British

taxpayers at the expense of the .Americ211 tax.paye1~s. n7
Ladd sho1i-Jed extreme bitterness toward Baldwin in
his address.

He pictured the British statesman as a knave
I

who had used his ability to

11

talk with a poor mouth 0 to

convince the .A..merican negotiators that Britain could not

meet higher rates of interest or more rapid rates of reI

•

°Congressional Record, 67th Cong .. , 1.~th Sess .. ,
LXIV, Part 4, p. 3609 .. The lmf had forbidden the following items: 1 ) _extending the matu1~i ty of the debt bonds
past JULvie 1 ~;, 19L~7, 2) fixing the interest at a :-i..... ate less
than 4;f pe1") cent, 3) exchanging the bonds of ono co1Jntry
for those of another, l.1_) cancelling ony })art of the debt.

?~ . , P. 361L1--
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payrn.ent.

8

Ladd pointed to Bo.ldwin ts efforts to quell Bri-

tish objections to the agreement as evidence that the Chancello1--- of the Exchequer wo.s satisfied with the results of
his pauper impersonations. 9
But while Ladd suspected a

11

Bri tish swindle,

n

he

was not rendy to call for irn..-rnediate r•epudiation of the a-

g1.,eement.

,fuat he did advocate was a more thorough inves-

1

tigation of the question.

'lhe investig8.tion, he said, should

explore the ability of Britain to repay., the cost of such
favorable terms if projected to include the other debtor
nations of Europe, and effects that such low rate bonds
might have on the A.mericon governrrient securities m.al''ket. 1 O
In searching for causes for Ladd's attack., this
wri te1,.. feels that two elements must be considered.

1

F irst,

Ladd 1 s agricultural program., as presented above (see Chapter ii), ·was partly designed to provide lm·J cost ngriculIt must therefoJ'e have seemed quite u.J1fair

turo.l ciriedit.

in Ladd' s mind that a for·eign government should so readily
I

obtain more .favorable credit terms than were available to
the 1\merican fs.rmeP.

Sec:ond1y,. Ladd was probably attempt-

ing to def end his ovm position.

The Noi-•th Dakotan was proud

of both his Senate seat and his agricultural.background,
and Baldwin had indisc1.,0etly insul t0d both. 11

8 r 'd
--91:.._.

'

p. 3610 ..

_Q2:..£ .. '

p. 36·13.

9r .

~

10-.-b; d

~-,

11 ~T
I'~ e-t,J

Ladd I s

p. 361L1.•

vi 01· lr

T.ime s , j·anuary 2~, 1 923.

Baldwin criti-
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mention of the

11

bad to.stcn 12 of Baldwin's remarks o.nd his

.

unflattering characterizations of the British conL~issioner
lead the wri tei-· to feel that the latter explanation for
Ladd's tirade is most apt.
Ladd's objections to the ftmdling agreement ·went
unheeded.

But while he did not succeed in defecting the

Harding Administration's wishes in this issue, his proposals for a more cordial relationship with .America's neighbor to the South seemed more successful.
Hecogni tion of :Mexico
On July 19, 1922, Senator Ladd took advantage of
a lull in the tariff debate to address the Senate on the

subject of·:recognition of.the Mexican gove1~nr11ent under
President Alvaro Obregon.

His ninety-minute discourse

set off a chain or.·events which r·esurrected the issue fron
the grave in which the Harding Administration had.buried
it.
The Mexican government had been controlled by
Obregon and his associates since the murder of fo~mer
dictator Venustiano Carranza in 1920.

Obregon had needed

United States recognition.and assistance in his rebuilding
cized the- Senate saying that the fsr'oup did not undorstnnd
international finance and was dominated by rural influence
Several Senators had previously expressed their disapproval.
12
_
conp.;ressiono.l Record, 67th Cong., l~th .Sess ,
LXIV, Part 4, p. 3-61 0" Ladd r-efex-red to Baldwin's statemen ts with the following retort: nEven the farmer of the
West 1.m.derstands that interest runs along at a predetermined
rate which is not subject.to reduction on a hard luck plea.u

pro gr om, but such was not forthcorn.ing.

Further, as if' on

cue from the United States, France and fuglmd hs.d also
withheld their· recognition and support. 1 3

The issue of

recognition was brought forward in 1921, but a strong expression of AdrI1inist1,,ation disapproval apparently squelched
the attcmp·G. 1 4
Briefly., Ladd' s argument hinged on a disai')ming of
the A&ninistration 1 s statements opposing recognition.
The Senator first cited the stabil~ty of the Obregon regime, calling it uthe most stable since the overthrow of
Porfirio Diaz in 1911.n

15

He also cited the Mexican ad-

vances in both education and land distribution as further
evidence of the virtue of the Obregon gover:runent.

16

In

answer to the Administrationts charge that Obregon had made
no provision for sett+ement of boundary disr)Utes and personal claims., Ladd cited the 'rreaty of Guadalupe· Hidalgo
and Obregon's open invitations to all countries to submit

.
17
c 1 aims.
The chief contention of Secretary of State Charles
Evans Hughes was .yet to be attacked.

Hughes had anchored

1

3Ernest Gr·uening, 11 Will Mexico Be H~cognized,
The Nation, May 23, 1923, p. 589.
1 4Ibi d.

1

'congressiona.1 Record, 67th Cong., 2nd Sess.,
Part 1 o, p. 10I1.17.
·16 rb· d.

__1_.'

_.,

1 7Ibid

p. 10421 •

11
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his arguraent on the refusal of Mexico to change ti,-TO sections of her constitution of 1917. 18 Ladd first asserted
that the two sections in question were not a serious thr~at
to the United States citizens who remained within the law.

107

Secondly, he turned his defense of Mexico into an attack
on Hughes.

The Senator maintained that Hughes, not Obre-

gon, was unres.sonable.

Ladd pointed to the absu1")di ty of

Hughes' asking the Mexican leaders to nbind themselves by
treaty to a preconceived inter•p1·etation of the fundam.ental
law of their land. 1120
In his speech the Sena to1'\ made an explosive point
when,he refer•red to America's

11

dollar diplomacy., 11 charging

that, in view of the State Department 1 s recent policies
in Latin America, it seemed that

11

an apparent holy alliance

between certain powerful financial interests and our Department of State, in the minds of many, already has reduced more than one heretofore independent Hepublic to the
status of

a

Wall Street Protectorate.rr 21
I

This was the statement which caused a small riot
in the State Department.
18

The Department hurriedly issued

~ . , p. 101-1-23. One of the sections in qw stion
reads as follows: nThe executive shall have the exclusive
right to expel from the Republic forthwith, and without
judicial po·wers., any foreigner whose presence he may deem
inexpedient. 11
19
· ~ . , p • 1 Ol~-22.

20~.
21

Ibid., p. 101~26.
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a strong policy statement toward Mexico saying that recognition was not fo1'"'thcoming..

I1l1is, in tur n, b1. . ought about

1

1

an expression of concern by Mexico ts Ninister of J?inance,
Adolfo de la Huerta..

The issue cooled a bit ·when the

State Department assured Mexico that the o::c•iginal message
had become

0

garbled in transmission or translation" and

that our government's only conce1. . n was for financial considerations for confiscated lsnd.

22

To claim that Ladd's action brought about the recognition· of the Obregon gove1. . nment would be to over·-emphasi ze the Senator's role ..

The Ladd speech must be viewed

as simply a link in the chain of events which forced the
negotiation of a recognition settlement in August of 1923. 2 3
In searching for motives for Ladd's action, one
must go back to the first months of 1922.

The junior

Senator was at that time corresponding with William Leralrn.
In March, Lemke ur-ged Ladd to work toward the recognition
of Hexico.

He enrphasized that he had

'i

1

nevor fou..1."'ld Mexico

in a mo1. . e peaceful condition than it is at the present. 112 4
Ladd replied that he was conferring with Vice President
22

New York Times, July 20 and 27, 1922..

'I'he reason

Obregon did not reply was that he had been confined to
his bed for nine days.

?3

'- Gruening, p. 589. Two .American comra.issioners
met with two Mexican cormnissioners frorr1 May until August,
1923.. The New York Times, Sept.ember 1, 1923, noted the
final recognition.
2

Papers,

~-Letter fr•om LernJ..rn to Ladd, Iv1arch ~-, 1922, Lemke
Ladd had previously asked for· Lemke ts views.

?70723

Calvin Coolidge on the subject, 2 5 and bJ .l\pr·il, Ladd was
writing optimistic letters to Le~T.ll{e on his p:r·ogress in
.

the matter.

26

In view of the foregoing correspondence, the writer tends to view the July oratory as the result of Ladd 1 s
apparently frustrated negotiations earlier in the year.
What these negotiations were and whether or not they included officials in addition to Coolidge can not be ascertained in the available cor1~espondence.

The writer feels

that Ladd must have made further attempts along this line.
The writer also recognizes the effect that Lemke
had on the Senator's efforts.

That Ladd had the utmost

confidence in Lemke 1 s lmo1r.rledge of Mexican affairs is witnessed by the Senator's attempt to secure Lemke's appointment as ambassador to Mexico ih 1923. 2 7

·vrnile Lcmlrn pro-

bably did not plant the recognition idea in Ladd's mind,
the Fargo attorney most certainly fostered it.
Russian Recognition
Th.e nRed Scare 11 irnr11ediately following World War

I

reflected the suspicion that the American people felt

to·ward the infant Soviet regime in Russia ·with its doctrine
of world revolution.

rro pr•each in favor of l'"'ecogni tion

of this outlaw gove1. n.ment was a heresy of t}:le fil~st order.
2

5Ladd to Lernke, l~arch 10, 1922, Lemlce Pape1.,s.

26

2

Ladd to Lemke, April

4,

1922, Lemke Papers.

7coolidge to Ladd, November 2, 1923, Lemke Papers.
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Edwin F. Ladd was such a heretic.
Secr·etary of Sto.te Charles Evi:ms Hughes sts.ted the
view of the Harding Administ1,ation in Harch, 1921..

He

claimed that there was no possibility of resu..min3 trade
with Russia unless production should come about.

In his

view, production meant the abandonra.ent of some of th0 prin-

. 1 GS o f communism.
.
28
c1.p

Thr•ee months lo.ter, the Administra.-

tion re-emphasized this view by condemning Senator Vlilliam

.

·

. .

Borah's resolution favoring recognition.

29

While Ladd had supported. the Borah resolution, he
did not issue public statements on the question until 1923.
His first mention of the Russian situation carne in a speech
conde11ming the proposed ship subsidy legislation.

On that

occasion, he confined his remarks to a glowing report of
Russia's potenLiial as a customer for .ltmor~ican industry.30
In the smmner of 1923, Ladd became a prominent
figure in the controversy when he was chosen to head a
congressional delegation to Eu1'>ope.

The group, which in-

cluded Ladd, Senator vJilliam H. King of Utah, a.i.vid Hiscon-

28 nQuestion of Recognizing Hussia,n New Republic,
lts.rch 8, 1922, _p. 33. Hughes had said that no
of trade with riussia existed unless p1'loduction
about in Russia and liproduction is conditioned
of life, the recognition by firm guarantees of
property, the sa.i.~ctity of the contract and the
of free labor. n
2

possibilfty.
should come
upon safety
private
rights

9Billinr2:s County Pioneer, Jlme 29, 1922.

30congressiol}al Regor<1, 67th Cong .. , Li_th Sess ,
Part 5, p. Lt.370.. Ladd estimated that Russia 11·rnu+d buy
tools ru.1d agricultural equipment in addition to ~30,000,000
in foodstuffs and ~iso, 000, 000 in textiles.
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sin I s Congrossman

Jarnes

A. ]:"Pear, was to study conditions

in Europe, placing particular· err1phasis on Russian development. 31

The party first visited Denra.ark, where Ladd studied

. 1 ·cur
·
.
t.
co-opera t i. ves as agricu
a1 orgsniza
-ions .. 3 2

The group

th.en spent seven weeks in Russia, traveling fir•st westward
by ca1'l, then eastuard via the Trans-Siberian Railroad .. 33
Ladd•s delegation returned from Soviet Russia with
reports of a trend toward econo~ic recovery.

Ladd was es-

pecially impressed by the Russian adv.ances in developing
education through selection., 34

VJhile the group favo1'led

trade negotiations and recognition, it did not present a
workable proposal whereby relations could be re-established.35
T111ough the North Dakota Senator follo1·red his Russian trip .with a request for further 'inf'ormation,3 6 he
did not t2lrn his fight to the press until 192L!-•

L2,.dd then

1
3 Fargo F1orurn., July 24., 1923.

3 2New York Times, July 14, 1923 ..
331.·ar~o
.
PoPu.m, July 24., 1923.. It was reported
that the group took with them eight hundred pounds of food,
sevoral weights of clothing, and an arn:9le supply of "cootie
powder. 1r
34congressional Record, 69th Cong., 1st Sess.,
LXVII, Part 9, p .. 9306.
35Nm'! York Times, October• 9, 1923.

6
3 con~ressional Record, 68th Cong., 1st Sess.
LXV, Part 1, p .. 422 .. Ladd asked for information on both
government and p1.. ivate debts due from Russia. He also wanted evidence of Russian propaganda in the United States
ru.1.d a doscription of eny agreements between the United
States and other countries to prohibit, restrict, or retard Russian trade.
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wrote sevo:r-·al a1"'ticles on the subject, claiming tho.t Hus ...
sin. was

11

011.e of the most att1"'active fields in the wo1"'ld

for the extension of max•kets and the developr11ont of .trade. n37
He ·warned that the United States would lose much of her
trade advantage if she did not act soon.

Furth01·, he urged

that the United States recognize Russia as a move toward
world peace.

He lcmded the European nations ,;,,rhich had

extended recognition.

11

He felt that

Europe and the wor•ld

can neve1") be tranquil so long as Russia is treated as an
outlm;,1 nation. 1138
Apparently, Ladd had been plagued ·with inquix•ies
on the possibility that Russian consulates might sel' Ve
1

as headqua1')ters for the dissemination of communist propaganda.

The Senator countered this charge with three points.

First, he maintained that international courtesy would prescribe the recall of subve1.. si ve diplomats.

Second, liadd

maintained that the American lTRed Scare 11 had no foundation.
He cited the numerous failures of communist expex·iments
as proof that no such experiment could "overthrow the fundamental p1.,inciples of Americanism.

11

Finally, Ladd said

that exposur•e would bring a swifter· death to the movement
37Edwin F. Ladd, ttour Failur·e to Recognize Russia
Keeps the Door Closed to a Vast Dorn.o.in of Natural Wealthn
~clipping), no magazine title lMarch 29, 1924), Ladd collection, North Dakota Institute for Regional Studies, Par-.
go.
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than would suppression.39
Ladd's trip to Russia had given him a genuine sympathy for the pr•oblems of the Russian people..

lN11ile the

Senator did not agree ·with the Soviet gover:ru:ncnt, he had
a de$il''e to end the isolation of the Russian people..

He

sUJ.-m.ns.rized his view as follows:
They (the Russian peoplt:=J are entitled to fail" t:eeatment and friendly help by the rest of the world, r·egardless of their government; but they can be approached
only thl"ough their government. The \t'JOrld neods them
as much as they need the world, and that is much.40
Ladd was not the first, nor was he the last, to
advocate recognition of Soviet Russia ..

Since the recogni-

tion did not come about until the following decade, it would
be facetious to claim any measureable results for his en~
/

<'

deavors.

Ladd was simply ten years ahead of the American

public.
Any evaluation, of Ladd's foreign policy views must
note his infrequency of expression in the area ..

But while

the Senator was not a leader in the field, he did make
t~ee significant stands.

These three ventures indicate

to the writer two significant aspects of the Senator's
caree1".

First, they re-emphasize Ladd' s willingriess to

search for information.

Second, they demonstrate again

that Ladd did not fear the consequences of a minority stand.
Not until late 1924 did he find that his anti-a&ninistra39rrhe Parmer Provost, no date (clipping), Ladd
Collection, North Dakota Institute for Regional ~tudies,
Pargo.
4°1add, nF1ailure to Recognize Russia.n
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tion tactics would no longer be tolerated by tho Re-9ublicm.1

party.

CHAP '.CER VI
LADD AND THE EXPULSION OP THE INSURGENTS
Like Absolom, who triod to dethrone his father
David., Robert M.. La?ollotte marshalled his band of Congressional followers in 192L1. in an attempt to displace the
authority which he had formePly called his kindr·ed..

.lmd

like Absolom, he led his small band to defeat a..nd subsequent execution.
The He{1ublicon party's indictment of Lo.J?ollette
and his followers., Ladd, Brookhart, and Fr·azier, was based
on the contention that this group had left the Republican
crunp in the 1921~ campaign.

But this insurgent group ·was

not new to the political scene in 1921.1..

As shown above,

the Farm Bloc in Congress had been in operation for some
time..

.Even as early as 1922, observers had felt that the

progressi vos would appear with a LaFollette baJmer in 192~-~

.Was it then a great surprise to the political world £hat
LaFollette and Burton K. vJh.eeler should head an attempt
to unseat the two major political parties?

Probably not.

Nor was this action a reversal of tactics, for the group
• • ura-c1.ons. 2
l1ac1. 1 ong ma d e a pr·ac t•ice o f annoyi.ng a drJ11.n1.s
::J

O

J..

I•

1 Geo1~ge C1')eel, 111:.That Do These Sena.tors ·want?n
Collier's, March 10, 1923, p. 9 ..
2
Ibid., pp. 9-10 ..
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1
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r.rhe Canmaign of 192L!.3

Briefly, LaFollette ts campaign in 1 92L~ was one
designed to obt8.in progressive legislation by giving publicity to progressive demands and by causing the presidential
election ·to be thrown into the House of Represento.ti ves ..
The candidacy came only after LaFollette had received thousands of petitions urging him to run, and only after it
became evident that he could not stand with the presidential
nominee of either of the major parties .. 4
LaFollette

1')an

as an nindependent Progressi ve 11

in 192L1- because, in his estimation, his independent c2..ndidacy would serve to fuse some of the diverging elements
of the prog1')essive movement..

He maintained that

11

permanent

political pa:r ties ha.ve been born in this country, 2.fter
1

ai""ld not before national c2111paigns, and they have come from
the people, not from the proclamations of individual.leo.ders. 11

'rhus he wrote:
I run a co.ndidate upon the basis of my public record
as a m.embe1'} of the House of Representatives, as Governor of Wisconsin, and as a membe1.. of the United States
Senate .. I shall stand upon that record exactly as
it is hrritten, and shall give my support to ot1ly such
p1"'ogressive principles as ar·e in harm.any with it.
LaPollette•s running mate was found soon after

the Democratic convention had nominated John 'd. Davis.
3unless other·wise noted, the m.ater•ial in this section is taken from Belle and Fola LaFollette, II, pp.
1107-1148.
L~Hobert F. · St .. Clair, "Progr·essives in North Dakota,
1924n (unpublished M.A. thesis, Univorsity of North Dalrnta,
1960), p·. 82.
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A disillusioned Democratic Senator, Burton IC Whecle1. . said
of the Davis nomination:

11

When the Democi--•atic pm.""'ty goes

to Wall Street for its candidate, I must refuse to go with
it.u

Wheeler and LaFollette had cooperated in a special

committee which had been created to investigute Attorney
General Daugherty and the corruption in his department.
Wheeler ts courage in the face of thr·eats ago.inst his life
and vilification of his reputation had imp1~essed Lai?ollette.
The Wisconsin progressive made the choice and ~,r.neoler promptly accepted.
'11he two insu1"'gents carried on a fiery crun.paign
with the backing of several progressive organizations.
The Socialists, as well as the Connnittee on Progressive
Political Action endorsed their candidacy ..

In an unusual

\move, the executive co!ID.i1i ttee of the American Federation
of Labor also endorsed them.

These, coupled ·with endor~se-

ments by groups of educators, ministers and the ScriptsHowa1"d newspapers, made
the nucleus of the La.L7ollette sup,

During the campaign, LaPollette endeavored to keep
state politic al contests s epar~ate from his m·m.

He fear•ed

that, while such might have helped his carnpaign., the link
might also have brought o.bout the defeat of some prog1. . essi ve legislators.

While he continued to endorse Senators

on a nonpartisan basis, they were usually not seeking reelection in 1924.
Despite a strong effort, La.Follette and Wheeler
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failed in their bid to deadlock the election

The ofi'icial

election returns gave Coolidge 15,718,783, Davis 8,373,962,
and L cq~olle~Te
..l
l.J u

cons in.

1•
y.
:,

o0 L-~?
<- ,

~
.)

1

I

9

•

LaFollette carried only ~is-

In North Dalrnta, he received the second highest

vote l see Appendix B).
rhe Expulsion

1

Several Senators and Congressmen had supported
LaFollette, but on the national level, it seemed to be
the vim,r that RepublicDn .Senators to· r·0:rno.in Hepublic2n
must have been loyal throughout the crunpaign.

The point

of party loyalty and how it was to be enforced bec8.111e a
favorite topic for the press.

Much of the press favored

action.5

Though the Republican Senators were receiving
editorial pressure, party pressure, 6 and constituent pressure,? there seemed little chance thnt the Senate party
caucus of Novembe1'"l 28, 192~-, would talrn action of the sort
tal{en by the House caucus. 8
The sun shone· through the windows of the caucus
r:'

..

;)Gr·and ~·orks Her.oJ_d, November 12, 1925.
New York I1imes, 1fovember 12-21, 1925.
6
wew York Times, November 19, 1921.L.

See also

1

I

7congressional Record, LXVI, 68th Co~g., Jrd Sess.,

Pal') t 2 , p • ·1 2 89 •

8
Ne1:r York Times, November 21, 1925.
Represents.ti ve
Treadway, of Massachusetts introduced a censure resoh\tion
· against fifteen House 1'"'adicals.. Press comment in the
NoH York Times., Novembe1,., 27, 192.5, and the Farr7,o Fo1--u.m,
November 27, ·1925, .said that the matter ·would not be acted
upon until the next Congress convened.

room that morrling, 9 but its b081l1s wor0 not to full on Ladd.
Even as the rrieeting b0gan, New Je1"sey I s S0nato1., ,fo.lter
1

Edge tried vainly to gain the floo1r) to start expulsion proCGO d

.
10
ine;s,.

When the action was finally pl''osentod, it

Cllllle in the form of a resolution from Pennsyl V8.llin. 1 s Thomas
11

Reed which declared it

the sense of this conference that

Senators Lo.Follette, Ladd, Brookhart, F1.. azicr, all of whom

wer·o conspicuous in the tHird party movement or otherwise
hostile to Coolidge, be not invited to future Republican
conferences, and be not named to fill any vacancies on
0ena-ce comcni t,-cees. It 11
.-..

1..

Despite attempts by J . W.. Herreld

•

of Oklahoma rmd Selden Spencer of Missouri to modify the
r·esolution, it ·was passed un.omended by the vote of 32
12
of the.51 members present.
Press reaction to the censure was mixed.
Fo.rgo Forum acclaimed the action. 1 3

The

While the New York

Times favored some action, it did not feel that thesevere pm1isb111ent should be carr·ied out. 1L~

9

The Dearborn

'
.
Congressional Record, LXVI, 68th Cong., 3rd Sess.,

p. 1285.

10

new Yor1-: Times, November 29, 1925. Edge ,,ms ruled
out of order un.til the election of Senator Curtis of iansas as Senate Majority Leader.
11 Ibid.
12

1

Ibid.

31'1.a-P.n:o For
-

' -

·w().. Dece111ber 1 I 192)1
~
-- •

1
-\.-

I.J..,

•

.

29, · 1924.

11he editorials

had been oppos
policy for the Bad Boys 11 on
the grounds that they had already been mD.de to look foolish, and that furthe1"l punishment would only se1~ve to malce
11
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(Michigan) Independent took a dim view of the action, commenting that it

11

rnade an impression of queerness on the

public. mind, 111 5 while tne Columbus Ohio State Journal
termed the view of the Republican caucus

II

a rather danger•ous

one.1116
rrhere was also a lack of unanimity ronong Bepubli-

can Senate leaders concerning the issue.

Uta.h's powerful

Reed Smoot, together with Reed, Edge, and others, had been
in fp.vor of strong action for some time. 17

While not alone

in his oppoiition view, Nebraska's George Norris was the
most expressive of distaste. 18
In December, Ladd. received the first fruits of the
resolution.
tee. 19

First, he was dropped from the steering conEit-

The insult was compounded on December· 22, when

President Calvin Coolidge tmnounced that he would no longe1.,
consult Ladd, Frazier, or Brookhart with respect to politithe Republicans look just as foolish.
1

p. 1289.

5As

quoted in Congressional Record, LXVI, Part 2.,

16

nG.O .. P. Rebels Shovm the Door., rr Literary Di,a~est,
December 13, 1924, p. 10.

1 7~·T

·
'l\T
l
1 2 , 1 9 c::.."L~.
rieH '{
. or_k TJ_mes,
l·~ovem)er.

18

Ibid., December 1 , 1 921-!.. The editor quoted Nor·It is a silly thing when ~ny set of m·en without any
sort of authority set themselves up to judge the political
conduct of their equals. 11

1 .. is:

11

19 Ibid., December 5, 192~.. 'J:ho corn.mi
. ttee was termed
uthe most stand pat or·ganization in either House since
Taft was President.n
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•
20
ca1 appoi.n·crnen-cs.
I

,

While suffering these setbacks in other ar8as,
the outln:wed Senators still rnainto.ined a ch3.nce to rotain
their corn.mi tteo posts.

The resolution was

a meEu1s

of in-

struction to rather thEm a binding obligation on the committee on cs>mmi ttees.

For a tim.e, it was felt that the

removal would not take place., 21

Not tmtil February 20 did

the Senate leaders announce their intent to carry out the
terms of the resolution.

22

The deqision to evict the four insurgent Senators
fro·m their connni ttee posts had the greatest effects on Ladd
and ·LaFollette.

Though all four insurgents wer·e relegated

to the foot of their respective conrnittees, these two would
suffer the loss of chairmanships~

LaFollette

was

to lose

his standing in both the Finance Co:rnrnittee and the Interstate Commerce Committee, in addition to his chairmanship
of the Comrn.i ttee on Manufactures.

Similar•ly, Ladd faced

the loss of his standing on the Agricultu1 e Corn.r:littee, as
1

well as his chairmanship of the Committee on Public Lands
2
and Su1 veys. 3.
1

20

Ibid .. , December 23, 1921!-• CoolidGe had pr~viously declared that he would not consult the Wisconsin re·
21-~

l•argo

.,.,

11·ormn,

C)

January 1t>, 1925 ..

22

Now Yol11r Times, Pebruary 21, 1925. The Republicans called a caucus for February 23 to present a slate
of cor.rmittees.

23

~ . , March b, 1925.

'-/(

P~rhnps those in com.m[md thought that the decision
to demote those four· would end the opposition..
unde1~estimnted the will of Borah and Norris..

If so, tl10y
rrhese two

tried to obstruct the action by contesting the election of
the connnitteos.

They received the aid of othor Re9ublicnns

and Democrats on the first few ballots.

The Democrats la-

ter changed their votes to accept the cornmitteos and pave
the way fo1-a ·what they felt

\in1s

a Republican mistake .. 24

Ladd, who had reacted most vehemently in earlier
stages of the conflict, was now silent.

He had aired his

views in the Senate on January 6, 1925 ..

On that occasion,

he de cl a.red that he was, and al ways would be, a Hepubl i can,
2
despite the efforts of others to say that he Has not. 5
He reaffirmed his earlier· contention that he o·wed allegiance
to the people of North Dakota rather than to the Republicans
of tmy other state. 26
11

He attacked not the party, but the

blackguard 11 of the party which, in his opinion., were

holding back party p1")ogress. 2 7

'W..o.ile denying his own po-

litical death as a result of the censure, he contended
that the conservative policies of the nblackgua1~dn who
engineered his expulsion would soon place them "in their
2
4Ibid., March 9, 1925.

-

?5 Concressional
4

Sess., Part 2, p. 1286.
26
Ibid.

27 Ibid., 1287.

Record, LXVI, 68th Cong., 3rd
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death agonies, politically speaking.n

28

He further tried

to justify his position in the light of the procedure followed in the case of the Roosevelt followers of 1912 who
wer·e not ptmished and also the fact that another of his
colleagues, no less disloyal than he, had escnped the censure.

201

Ladd continued by attacking some of the recent

party actions.

He claimed that he could not remain a

r,1011 e

observer· of these policies and still call himself a ma.i."1.
If being a good Republican r·equi1'lod such apathetic traits,

he said,

11

I can not qualify.n30

Ladd here eyJ1.ibi ted a different attitude from. that
of o~her members of the insui~gent group.
himself a RepublicDn.

He considered

His declaration at this juncture

was merely an affirn1ation of the impr·ession he had given
during the 1924 carn.paign.

While siding with La?ollette

in verbal statements and in written declarations of support,3 1
he had maintained that his

11

posi tion as a Republican Sena.-

tor11 would not allow him to actively participate in the
campaign.3

2

He had assmned a less active ·role in the

28Ib.
~
__1::.£.

29 Ibid., p. 1293. He referred to Michigm1 1 s Senator J2mes Couzens. Couzens had refused to support either
the Republican platform or its cnndidates.

30r,
·d
_£2:_.'

12sc·
u.

31 Gi-and Forks· Hcro.ld, August 9, 192L1... The declara-c:i..on of support was for LaPollette, and not for a third
party.
2

3 Fargo Foru.n1, November 29, 192~.•
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cs111paign thDn had his fello·w insurgents.

While LaJ:ilollette,

Frazier, and Brookhart campaigned actively and :made violent
attacks on the Republican party,33 Ladd seemingly confined
his co.mpaigning to a f<:rw local statements and assmned the
role of consul tm1.t for the Lo.Follette csmpaign. 3L!~

Ladd

fu1'\the1,.. demonstrated that he conside1')ed himself a Republican when he appeared at the November

28 caucus.35

If he still called himself a Republican, why then
was Ladd

11

read outn of his party?

Fir•st, Ladd had run

counter to the policies of his party by refusing to support
its candidates and platform.

While he had not campaigned

actively against Coolidge, he had declared verbally for
LaFollette3 6 and had joined his Nonpartisan League colleagues
in a declaration of support for the Wisconsin Senator.3 7
'11his was enough to inc1')iminate him..

By his half-hea1')ted

action, Ladd took himself noff the Republican reservation.n3

8

33New York Times, October 15, 1924 .. See also
issues for October I~, 1 7 2L~ and November 9, 192LJ-• Frazie1-campaignod for LaFollette on the East Coast. Brookhart
attacked Charles Dawes end Coolidge as a npea-·wit candidate 11
and the candids.te of 11 the Nonpartisan League of Hall Street.''
LaFollette attacked both ps.rties.
3L~Lette:r• frm11 Lemke to Harr·ison Martin, August 6,
192Lr-, Lem.ke Papers.

35wm,r York Times, November 29, 1 924 and Fm')~o
For1.,un, December 1, 192h.

Ladd was the only insurgent who

attended the meeting.
3 6Fm--go Formr1, November 29., 1921~.

37 Grand Porks Herald, August 9, 1 92L!-•
38Fargo Forum, December 1, 1924.
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Secondly, Ladd, together with LaFollette, was in
a position to be dangerous to the corr.u"ilcrcial interests which
backed the Republican party.

As conw1ittee chairmen, these

two could oxert a marked influence on legislation.

Ladd

charged that this fear caused the commercial inter·ests
to exert pressure upon Reed 39
0

lfuile this influence had

previously been exer-ted by Ladd and La.Pollette in their
chairmanships, L~O the1'>e ·was even more to be lost if the anti-tariff LaFollette were to ascend to the chair of the
1
Finance Comrn.i ttee. YL1
A third reason for dropping Ladd was his practice

of differing with the Coolidge administration.

The pro- "

gressive group had aligned itself with the Democrats in
the preceding Congressional session.,J!-2 and Ladd, unlike
Borah, could not continue to disagree and remain on good
terms with the President.43
Fourth, and corollary to the reasons above, the
action concerning Ladd could have been a move to increase
39congressional Record, LXVI, Part 2, p. 1285.
4°Ibid., 1289. Ladd tells of pressure to cover
the findings'of the comrr..i ttee.
LL 1

· Fargo Fox'w-n, November 27, 1 921-~. 11 If LaFollette I s.
standing is not changed, a good many persons., politicians
and othors affected by the tariff, will probably feel like
trucing out a heavy insurance policy on }'Ir. Smoot I s continued life, good health., and tenure of office.n
2
L~ New York Ti1-r.,_0s, 'November 22, 1924.

24.,

43Letter from Lemke to Sa.rn.uel Peterson, November
192L~, Lemke Papers.

1 01

the power of the doolidge forces in North Dclcota.

Louis

B. Hanna, Coolidge 1 s stnto ca:mpaign manager and l0ador of
the pro-Coolidge ontouraso in the state, was to have opposed
Ladd in the 1 926 p1·imary. Lili~. Tll.e expulsion, by re due inc;
Ladd 1 s effectiveness in the Senate and discrediting him
at home, co 1J.ld have been a factor in the 192~ contest.
Inve:r·sely, there were seve1""al grounds on which
the expulsion could be opposed..

The fil~st lay in the fact·

that the action was unpr•ecedented and inequitable.
action did not correspond to the feeling

or

The

the party to-

ward the insurgent Bull 1'1oosers of ·1912, nor was it consistent with the action concerning these same four insurgents
during their earlier party irregularity.

Further, the

action was not taken against all insurgent Senators.
The three most prominent exceptions were Horris, Borah,
and James Couzens, of Michigan.
that, in defiance of the

11

Couzens had openly announced

party bosses, n he would support

neither the Coolidge ticket nor the Republico.n platforrn..L~5
Norx•is, who refused to .endorse Coolidge and sat on the
sidelines during the campaign., later expressed sorrow that

ttou.r leader 11 had don0 so poorly in the election. LL6
1

Boi-•al1.

sounded even less like a party regular as he denounced
the Republican Senate leaders as

11

men who while cr·ying,

l.l-4Lernlrn to D.. H. :McArthur, June 28, 1925, Lemke

Paper~.
LL5N
•
J u..-rie 1 () , 1 9 24 •
·
ew ""r
1.ork . m11.mes,

46Ibid.,

November 8, 1924, and June 2L~, 1925.
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'Lor·d, Lor•d 1 , have trampled under foot and blasph01ned
every great })rinciple upon which the party was founded., 11 L~7
l faile fear was a partial cause of the expulsion,
1

it was also an argument against the action.
Times felt that the action would shift the

The New York
11

ridiculous'11
'8
label from the insurgents to the pa1'"'ty leaders. L~
Then
too, there was the possioility of losing 2,000,000 voters
in the West, unless these voters were willing to repudiate
their elected representatives.4-9

'l'he action of' the caucus

was also opposed because it was fen.red that the Sene.te
· majority ·would become even more unworkable.

The Senate

membership included 56 Republicsns, 39 Democrats and 1
Farmer-Labori te.

Obsorvor>s felt that the administration

would have trouble controlling this supposedly Republicsndo1ninated group due to the uncertainty of a majority, even
if' the party

11

regulai'"'s II were to remain regular. 50

Perhaps the most widespread criticism of the expulsion lay in the belief that such action disenfranchised
the hundr-eds of thousands of voters who had elected these
Senators.

The proponents of this view felt that it was

up to the constituents., and not the party, to repudiate
LL7
· Q.uoted in Conp~r·cssional He cord, LXVI, Part 2,
pp. 1292-1293.
L~ 8New York T.imes., November 24, 192L~.

49Fs.:rgo FortL<1l., November 27., 1924.

5o~.,

November 11 , 1 924.
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these men • .51

Later developments showed that the repudiation

was not to come.

Brookhart, probably the least secure of

the four, was returned to the Senate by a larger majority
after his election had been contested • .5 2

As is related above, Ladd attempted to justify his
action on the g1..,ound that he was in harmony with the wishes
of the Republicans of North Dakota.

Proof of this conten-

tion must rest on the dual thesis that 1) Ladd could reasonably have assumed that his constituents supported LaFollette,
and 2) Coolidge I s victory in Worth Dal{ota was not a Republican trimnph.

The first assumption was definitely tr·ue.

The pollsters conceded the North Dakota elector•al votes

to LaFollette.53

Before the election., William Lerril,:e ex-

pressed confidence., predicting that the voters ·would

11

find

his narne, even if it were on the bo.ck of the ballot. n.54
While the second point is mo1,,e difficult to prove, it seems
evident that Coolidge did win with tne help of the. Democrats • .55

51New York rrimes, November 24, 192L:- ,snd December:1,
192L~.

52 ifThe
p.

Brookha1,,t Victo1..,y, n Wation, June 16, 1926.,

657.
53Fargo Forrun, November 7, 1924.

54Lett0r from Lemlce ·to Ladd, September 28, 192L1.,
Lentl{e Papers. See also J. H. Bloom to Lemke, n. d. (October, 1921..~), Lern.k:e Papers. Bloom expressed con.i'idence that
the H.P.L. candidates could gain from the Ls.Follette bandwagon. He said the band1·rngon was 1tmoving like a stud
horse at the county fair.n
55Fo.rgo F ~ , November 11 , 1 924.
dix A for statistics of the election.

See also Appen-

1 OL~
Further justification of Ladd 1 s position in the

1924 campaign rests on one question--Hhat co:m.mands loy8.lty?
Did the Senator owe all0gim1ce to a m2.n with ·whom he could
not agree?

Was he obligated to support an executive who

had refused him the cour·tesies dictated by their 1•el2.tion-

ship?56

Could he, with a clear conscience, support a man

,;-,rho stood with the forces attempting to defeat progressive
candidates in North Dakota?57

Ladd1s answer was

11

no. 11

The Aftermath
Regardless of the justice or injustice of the expulsion, it must be evaluated in view or its effects.
The effect on the Senate was as predicted.

Fearing that

the Republican majority would become unworkable, the Coolidge
administration attempted to de-emphasize the controversial
legislation in the lame duck special session in favor of
im:rnediate appropriation needs. 5B

T'.ne maneuve1') ·was logical,

but it failed to achieve the desired result.
11

r•egulars u suddenly became quite il~regulnr.

measur·es fell ·with regularity.

The party
Adrr1inistration

Edge had his cries f'or

party loyal tf thrown back in his face, after he fu'1.d others

6
.5 Lemke to J. ·wit tmayer, August 1 2; 1 9 2L~, Lemk:e
Papers. Lern.ke said that Ladd had no0 beeri given Sono.torial
courtesy ·with regar--d to appointments •
.57Ibid., li1ebr·uary 2-1,. 192~. 'lne National Republicon Corr. :mi ttee contributed
0, 000 \:;o tr1e Der:1oc.i.·atic campaign
of J. F. T. O'Connor in sn attempt to dereat Frazier in
1922.

~r1

58New

York Times, December 1, 1924.
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had joined the Democrats to defeat the Postal Pay Bill"'.59
The questio:n in Washington was
what is regularity; anyhm,-;r? 1160

11

who is rogulo.r nou, 8..1."1.d
The pr•edicted ridicule

of the Republicans had become a reality.
The effect of the expulsion on the Progressive movement
cannot be clearly ascertained ..
comrnented:

As the New York Times

riseveral political doctors at Washington, called

to consider the case of the Radical Party, have gravely
pronounced the patient dead. 1161

The difficulty in assess-

ing the effect of the expulsion lies in the fact that the
movement would have been weak, even without caucus action.
Two of the four insurgent Senator~s, L2.dd and LaFollette,
died shortly after the expulsion. 62

A third, Brookhart,

was uncertain, due to his contested election. 6 3
'11he loss of leadership was not the only problem

of the Progressives.

The idea of a Progressive party had

failed in 1921+ 1.>Ji th the loss of key far-.m states and the

59 Fnrgo

Forurq, January 7, 1925.. Bo1')ah asked Edge:
Well, what 1 s the use of supporting a candidate to get
him elected if you are going to defeat him after you get.
him in? 11
·
11

60

navid Lm1rence, Ibid., January 9, 192L~.

61 N e1;1 Yo1')k Times, June 29, 1 925.

62 Ibid., June 20-13, 1925.
6 3Ibid., June 20, 1925. See also Fargo Forum,
November 12, 192L~. Brookhart' s majority was only 5L~o.
Some votes for.his opponent had been throvm out oecause
a scratch mark was used instoad of an x.
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last-minute desertion of labor .. 61·!-

Though the noises of

protest continu0d, attempts at reor>g8.nizs.tion l.ill.der both
LaFoll0tte and \ Jilliam D. Johnston, head of the Inte1.. nation1

al Order of Machinists, had failed .. 6 5
rrhe action also had a profound effect on Ladd.
The aging Senc.tor r·efus ed to let the poli tic8.l door be

slrunmed in his face.

His first defensive move, other than

a short press statement on November

speech of January 6, 1925.

28, 66 w2.s his Senate

As usual, his sincer•e style

and his large body of factual 8.rnmunition enlisted a .favor-

6

able reaction in North Dakota. 7
Far from dampening his political ardor, the expulsion heightened his desire to use every means of self-advertisement at his disposal to take his case to the people.

.

If, as his son contended,

68

the action hastened Ladd's death,

it must have been the result of over•work and self'-neglect.
Ladd threw himself' into the fray with.out regard fo1') the
consequences .. 69 · As he 1-.ealized that his 1926 carn.paign
\

could no longer go through normal Republican channels,

64Fargo Forum, November 9, 1 921.~.
6 5n ew Yo1. . k Times, June 20, 1 925.
66
Fargo Forum, November 29, 1925.
67 Letter from D., H. McArthur to Lemke, January 23.,
1925, Leml{e Papers.
68
Kane, nPur-e-Food Cr.,us ader, tt p. 215.
69
.
Letter from LernJce to Ladd, n. d., Lemke Paper·s.
'Lemke warned that Ladd ·was moving too fast.
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he began to ?-iversify his tecbniques.7°
ho concocted a t1.·rn-pa1. . t publicity scheme.

Early in 1925,
'J:he attempt in-

volved 1) the establishm.ent of an essay contest in which
the winners ·were to 1--.ecei ve trips to Washington, and 2)
the circulation of a pledge of participation in the primaries.71
This political zeal probably contributed to Ladd's
death.

While he was on a spr.ing carn.paign trip to his home

state, his ca1,., became stalled in the flood·waters of the
Missouri River.

The sixty-fou.r-year old Senator then walked

some distance in his wet clothes.

As a result, Ladd suffered

periodic attacks of neuritis and rheumatism during the
ensuing months, but he refused to limit his activities or
submit to pl"oper ti,,eatment .. 7

2

The Senator left Washington by car on Hay 31 to
conduct another campaign tour of North Dakota. 73
ritis attack forced him to turn back at Cleveland.

A neu-

He

entered Johns Hopkins Hospital but was later transferred
to Church Home Infirmary, \·Jhere he died on Jrme 22, the
7oLette1" from D. H .. J:.foA1")thur to Lemlrn, January 23,

1925, Lemke Papers.

7 1 Ibid.
(February, 1925).

Fo1.. proposals see Lernlrn Papers, n. d.

72N e-t·i Yo1')k

Tim.es., June

23, 1925.

7 3Letter from Ladd to Lemke, Hay 29, 1925, Le:m1rn
Pape1')s. Ladd said he we.s going. He would stop to visit
his children.
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victim of neuritis, rheumatism, and bad teeth .. ?~Ladd' s death left Nor•th Dakot2. open to a politic al
scramble..

Governor Arthur G., Sor•lie seemed bent on r,rnldng

the appointment of a successor, des1)i te a dispute over
the legality of such an act .. 75

After a meeting of League

loaders at the HcKenzie Hotel in Bismarck, on Novmnbor 13.?
Sorlie announced his intentions privately,7 6 and on Novembe1'"1

24,

1925, he made the appointment of Ge1")ald P ..

, Nye.• 77
The writer can only conclude from the evidence
presented above that the expulsion of the Republicnn Senators in 1924-1925 was the r•esul t of a noed fo1,,. pa1,,.ty discipline.

While there were undoubtedly other considerations

involved, any attempt to assign. a value to each would exceed both the scope of this work and the strength of the
evidence.

Similarly, any attempt to ascertain the justice

of the expulsion would necessarily involve a judgment of
74Lett er from Pr• azi or to Lemke, Jlmo 1 2, 1 925,
· Lemke Papers. The doctors vrere claiming that the cause
was five bad teoth. New York Times, Jtme 23, 1925, tells
o:f Ladd 1 s neuritis and rheumatism.

25, 1925,
\clipping) • }\rnong those mentioned for the appointment
were Congressman Jara.es Sinclair, Judge H.. R .. , Bronson and
Lieutenant GoveI·nor Walter Haddock" Sevcr·al letters in
the Lemke Papel''S advocated the appointment of Lemke;.
He told Covington Hall l Juno 28, 1925) the..t he would run
if needed, but 11 for financial reasons I px,efer not to become a candidate, as I am still broke.ir
751· Iinot (Horth Dakota) Daily News, June
1

7 6Blackorby, · pp.·· 166.-167.
??New York Times, November 11, 1925.
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the relative worth of party discipline.

It is interesting

to note that the Democrats took no simila~ action against
Button K. ·\, Jheeler•.
1

Can one then conclude t1.1at party dis-

cipline is a much easier matter ·co act upon when the party
is in po·wer?

f,11.other consideration is d-:i.e impetus of puo-

lic opinion.

Opinion witnin the party ravored action,

bu·ti as sho·vm auove, thox,o was little agreeme:i..l t within the
party as to the adviseability of the action teJren.
The writer can see two clear-cut effects of the
expulsion upon party politics.

I11 h•st, the .cries or 1')0gu-

lar·i ty brought ridicule to the Republican party..

Secondly,

the action broadened the gulf bet·ween the progressive
and conse1'Jvati ve elements of the party.

These two effects

combined to malrn the Congress quite unmanageable.
Ladd had been shocked by the action of his colleagues.
He had be0n informed that he was no longe1') welcomed by
his party.

Still, he refused to disavow the party or re-

pent of his actions.

In the Senate speech of January

6,

he supported his position with a quotation fx•om Chai"'>les
Evans Hughes:
Party loyalty and patx·iotism should coincide. But
if they are antagonistic, patriotism must ever be supreme. The ps.rty is not the Nation or State .. When
the attitude or the party threatens the interest of
the community, when ill-chosen policy invites general
disaster, when party success r:1eans the debasement of
s tand2.1"ds of honor B.nd d0ce1~cy, the party man should
recognize the superior obligations o.f his citizenship.78

78 congressional Record, LXVI, Part 2, ·pp. 12941295.
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The expolled Senator attempted to 1n·ove that the people
of North Dakota shared his view, but he did not live to
meet the test of the electorate.

CHAP'J.'Ell VII

in his career as an educator, expe1')i111enter, and
pure-food crusader, Edwin Fremont Ladd gained a reputatioJ:?,
for honesty, ?ourage, and strength of convictions.

It

was his reputation -i,-rhich gained him a. Senate ::mat .in 1920.
vJhile Ladd 1 s endorsement was_ a surp~ise to most North
Dakotans, it was not an unpleasru1.t one.
was certainly not

11

forced.

11

The endor·sement

In the pr•irn.m.~y, the chemist ts

popularity, combined with Nonpartisan League support, defeated the seemingly invincible Asle J. Gronna.

In the

general election, Ladd further demonst1"at0d his popular
appeal by rlunning far ahead of the remainder of the League
ticket.
Ladd 1 s major conce:Pn in the Senate was the farm
problem.

He.attempted to both increase the farmer's total

production and provide better marketing conditions for·
agricultural products.

He worked to expand agricultural

credit to provide the capital needed to maximize production.

He attempted to gain larger· app1')opriations for. 1~e-

search and· to further inter•state cooperation to eradicate
causes of low farm production.

He tried to provide a som')ce

of cheap fertilizers, first at Muscle Sh_oals, and later
111

112

in conjunction ·with the St. Lawrence Sec.way project ..
.l\mong Ladd 1 s attempts to better the mark0ting conc"i.i tions
for agriculture were his advocacy of filled milk legislation
and the high protective to.r·iff.

He also o.ttc:riiptcd to better :· ·.

marketing conditions through his support of legislation
to combat speculation a.i."'1.d to establish cooperutive ms.r·keting associations.

He attempted to strengthen the fai·mer' s

over·se.9..s ma.r·kets· through his advocacy of govorn.1-nent subsidy
·and through his support of the St. Lawrence Seaway Proposal.
In his m"lguro.ent for recognition of Russia, he attempted
·to open a nm,J foreign market for agricultur·al products.
Another· of Lo.dd 1 s themes in the Senate was the
constant struggle against .finnncial and commo1,,,cial inte1')ests.

In his battle against the interests, Ladd crunpaigned

agail'l:st profiteering by the banks o.nd urged .the passD.ge
of truth-in-1.abeling legislation.

He stood .firm in his

ovm committeets investigati.on of corruption in the oil
scandals, and he initiated investigations of various enter1

•

prises, both at home and abroad.
Ladd 1 s view of foreign policy was oriented toward
means of keeping the United States from becoming involved
in wo.r•.

His advocacies of reapproach-1nents ·with Russia and

~exico were at least partially atteJwts to remove possible
causes for wo.1'}. · His bill to prevent A.r11e1,')ican businnoss
interests fror.1 entangling the United States in internal
conflicts in other countries was also an attempt to promote peace.

Finally, he attempted to forestall United

113

States involvement in overseas st1. . uggle by asking for a
1'lefe1.,end1.un on decln.rations o.f war.
In all three of· his major· undertakings, Ladd fo.iled
to achieve his goo.ls..

\-~11ilo the Senator saw advances in

some phases of his agr·icul tural p:r·ogrrun, the chn..i..'1.ges failed
to alleviate the depressed condition of agriculture ..
He f'ailod both in his attempts to secure a cheap source

of fertilizers and in his attempts to improve the farmer's
position in the world market.

Similarly, his minor successes

in co:mbatting the interests were dwarfed by his failures ..
W11ile his tru·th-in-labeling legislation was i'o..vorably received, he failed to end nprofitee1')ing, ii speculation in
grain ma1')kets, and favo1..,ablo tariff situation for business ..
His attempts to promote ·world peace WEn'le also insignificant ..

In the one policy Hhich might have altered the coui')se of
military affairs, the recognition of Russia, he also failed
to achieve his goal.

In short, one can search in vain

fox~ mor,ientous accomplishments in the Senate career of

Edwin Fx•erqont Ladd.
Ladd 1 s significance in the Senate hinged partly
on his scientific background ..
chemist in t11.o Senate..

He was the only certified

Though his Senate speeches were

1·rnll prepared., ·they ·were feH in nu.."Uber..

Ladd ts main in-

fluence seems to have beon in his position as chemical
and agricultural advisor to ir1di vi dual Senators and cormni ttees.
The Senator was also notable fur l:Lis politic al

independence.

011

tne off'icial records of tne. Senate, £le·
Few senators

could better fj_t, the title..

Fl'")om his op:posit.io:n to the

ship subsidy to his stand for vigo:Pous prosecution of the
1

roapot Dome Scandal, Ladd repeatedly ignored the wishes

of the Harding

&1d

Coolidge .A&ninis trations and of the

Republicai.'1. leadership in Congress..

While he w2.s a member

of the Farm Bloc, he stood in opposition to the Norris
proposal f:or Muscle Shoals.

Nor did Ladd demonstrate po-

litical loyalty to the Nonpartisen League ..

He demonstrated

little desire to campaign .for League cm1didates or to conce1·n himself with the affairs of the League.
In his Senate career, Ladd remained loyal to his
convictions, rather than to the policies of a:ny group.
}I'.nile this cha1·acteris tic he..d brought him fa...111e prior· to
his entry into the Senate, it sometimes broucht him press

ridicule ru'1.d it caused his dismissal from the Republican
Party.

Whether· or not Ladd I s independence would have re-

sulted in his defeat for re-election in 1926 is purely

q matter of conjecture, but evidence indicated that the
Senator feared the weakness of his political fences in

1925.
1u

~. 1 n·1reco f hepreson t a t·ives, .,,.
0iograp.r1ico._
of the .A1ne1--ican Conr;ress, 177L~--1961., House Doc. L~l2,
Cong., 2nd Sess., 19o'I., p .. 1183.
rs .....
House
.0

0

·

APPEWDIX A

1•

Farmers and cons~uners the right to legally combine
for co-ope1'lati ve s.elling and buying with no less lJrotection and with no more pr.ivilogos than are now afforded corporations 01'\ monopolies.·

2.

I want to see enacted a com.mo di ty law t.L1at requires
truthful labeling on every article, whether it be clotnes,
paper, shoes or sausage.

3.

I vrnnt to see a law enacted that will fu.rnish loons
to the fo.1-mers at tne same rate as the Gover:nment makes
loans to the banker and at actual cos'i;.
I want to see a lD.lv enacted that will discol.,r-nge f'arm
tenancy and encourage farm m.,mersnip 011d r"t1..ral · developmen-c.

5.

I want to see a law enacted that w_;_11 encourage homebuilding and discourage tenancy and landlordism: a
law as good as the Home Builders Law of lfo1'\th Dakota.

6.

I want to see a lm·J enacted that will put a stop to
all forms of profiteering and make profiteering a penal ·
offense, and I recognize that profiteering is not a
cause, but the result from existing conditions and
•
1 aws.
I
improper

?.

8.

I want to see a law enacted putting a stop to all forms
of garnbling and speculation in the essential corri.1·;1odities of life, like wheat, floux.. , clothing, without
in DnY way destroying the effectiveness of trade con. ditions.

I want a law enacted and honestly enforced that will
extend the benefits of the Federal Land Banl{s more
1Ully to the needs of' our fa:rrners.

9.

I want to see ·laws continued or enacted that will pro-

1 New York Times, Nov. 28, 1920.

tect labor as fully as capital is protected, and with
proper tribunals to sa:C'eguard their interests and lives.
1 O. I wru1.t to see a law enacted that shall establish D.
league of nations, an inter,national tribuno.l or an organization ths.t will tond for world peace and disa1'mament on sea and land \·Ji thout embroiling the Uni tcd
States in petty ~uropean affairs.
11. I want to see a law enacted and enforced that shall
at all times protect the right of free press, free
speech, and free r...ssembly, with evsry individuo.l held
responsible for his wo1"ds and actions, and that shnll
free all those now held fo1· politic al offenses, ru'ld
which shall never ago.in permit of the abuses that h2ve
been tolerated and encouraged during the last four
years.

1 2. I w s.n t to see a lm·,r enacted that wil 1 m9J{ o mmnb ors of
corpor·ations or monopolies acting as an exccuti ve or
adJ:ninistrative board 2.menablo to the lm·rn of our land
just as fully o.s we individuals or member·s of' fi1"ms,
ru1.d on conviction sent to prison as D.l"e individuals
or fi:r•m members.. In other-.. 1·wrds, to put a soul into
a cor·poration that can be reached.. When the President
or executive members of certain boards face the penitentiary they ·will become more reasonable and r·espectful.

13. I want to see a law enacted that will put all systems
of trru1sportation fully under Government control ai.1.d
operated in the inter•ests of all our people and not
for the financial ·benefits of a privileged few.

14.

I want to· see a ls.w enacted that will r11ake, with the
co-operation of Canada, possible a waterway from the
head of the Great Lakes to the ocean for oceDn-going
vessels.

15.

I want to see a lo.w enacted th8.t ,-Jill put quacks and
charlatans of all kinds out of business and give them
an op})Ol·tuni ty to em·n on honest living in place of
fleecing innocent victims under sanction of la ·w.

16. I want to see a law enacted to conserve our natural
resources, a law that will effectively do so, and
to have these resources as public utilities developed
under Governmental ·or State contr•ol of ownership.

APPENDIX B
Presidential Vote Comparlison1

County
Adruns
Bc..rnes
Benson
Billings
Bottineau
Bm,,nnan

Burke
Burleigh
Cass
C2..valie1. .
Dickey
Dunn

Eddy
Emmons
Foster
Golden Valley
Grand Forks
G:eo.nt
Griggs
Hettinger
Kidder
LaMoure
Logan
HcHenry
McIntosh
I'·kKenzie
:McLean

I.forcer
Horto11
Mount1·ail
Nelson
Oliver
Pembina
Pie1. . ce

Ramsey
Ransom

1920
Harding Cox
1377
347
5150 11 01
6do
35L~O
61
787
3L~8 7
971
1192
32!-11911
1+56
l.~300
9L~3
817
1 0' 735
991
3936
28tJ7
766
2102
457
1 :)-'2~
5'17
-2900

1583
11 Tf
7611.6
2184
1739
1 81-r.9
135.S
1010
1590
25311.
1782
2~-9'/
372L1.
1706
)_f-613
1 ';ibO

3"127
\

1165'
3'125

2102
3996
301 o.

2')8
_)

371

286
2527

Coolidge
276
3207
1879
li.oL,_
1 31.1_6
776
991

. 3171
9965
2338
1635
98u

8[31
1 "! 98
,_c:
9?"
62L~
6590

296
530

1100

327
336
6~-3

CJ36
1

15~-

8L~2
79
!)11
7L\.8
172
632
678
501
111

·14.05
291~

937
802

76·7
0 Ll-1-.1'1

1 ;;05
787

1698
637
1113
16:.;6
526
29('-J

1369
16~)7

31Ql)I

2 '1'1 1
1

1160
3100
1187

1Fargo Forum,
November 11.~, 1921.j..
. ·'1':1}

192LL
LaFollotte
1OL~5
2665
20Lt8

41'7
2611
·.·876
1312
2328
3776
11_,_73
1793
111 7
1 ?l11
1693
833
i...-LI ..

628

3009
1610
1369
1 291
118 ,·

1870
991!260'-)
1172
165'·1
2717
1L!_O'-j
2716
20u9
1 5·,1.
?··:·.'.)
. r:.
1352
1156
1919

1919

Davis
106
JL1.6
243
2L~
223

69

128
381
1851
51-:-6
352
190

1 01
123
287
111_0
9.S3
120
116
23L~
110
202
28
280
39
·134
19L~

69
26::;>

129

177

31
500
155
303
303

I

118

Renville
Richland
Rollette
Sheridan
Sioux
Slope
Stark
Steele
Stutsman
'11 01.m.or

rrrnil
Walsh

'3666

i581

Ward

Wells
'Vlillirons
I 1otals

1987
5483
2139
1776
776
11 L~3
3527
2222
5531
~192

....

160
3202

.561
1339
535
135
163
23_'5
532
337
1 39Lr.
1,~ 76

,-,2 ...,.?,.

)

20/i.7
2291

5::6

61.!.9
3245

869

591-~
777
616
2201
1267
3952

1278
2612
1655
1096
Li_17
893
1 70 11989
2552

121

269
235
)_~9

58
37

260

91
465

1.173
2592

1027

2li_1

1751

') ")) 1'
_) ~)'-,-

.2837
L~1 61+
1 671

2009
378!~
1932
28_r.;3
89,733

~

3769 1'331
.16o;6?2 37 ~L1.1 3 . 9L1~, 1

897.
713
138
108
1 3~ 830

AF'PEHDIX C
A Primary Plodge 1
Being a 0.ualified elector of the voting pr·ecinct
of

county, North Dakota, I promise to attend

all primaries to nominate candidates for stGtc and national offices unless unavoidably prevented and to use my influence to secure a clear, ~one st and straight-for·ward
declaration of the voters' position on every question upon
which the people of the state desire to speak, and I he1·eby certify that I have not or will not sign more than one
pledge in the campaign to secure signatures to create. an
interest in primary elections.
I hereby understand that this pledge ·will not interfere with me casting my vote for any person I wish to,
or to vote on DnY issue as I please.
Signed
Post Office
Street
County
Voting Precinct
Ward
1 Lernke Pape1-is, n .. d .. f?ebruary,.192.s'J.
1':19:·'
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